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MODEL THEORETIC DYNAMICS IN GALOIS FASHION
DANIEL MAX HOFFMANN†
Abstract. We fix a monster model D of some stable theory and investigate
substructures of D which are existentially closed as structures additionally
equipped with an action of a fixed group G. We describe them as PAC sub-
structures of D and obtain results related to Galois theory.
Assuming that some class of these existentially closed substructures is ele-
mentary, we show that, under the assumption of having bounded models, its
theory is simple and eliminates quantifiers up to some existential formulas.
Moreover, this theory codes finite sets and allows a geometric elimination of
imaginaries, but not always a weak elimination of imaginaries.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation. We start in a very unusual way. Willem de Sitter gave a solution
for Einstein’s general relativity, which describes a space without any matter, but
in the movement. It was completely opposite to the original Einstein’s solution,
i.e. to a static space, but containing the matter. Further studies allowed to join
both concepts into one, which better or worse describes our perception of the Uni-
verse. The following paper shares something with de Sitter’s solution: we describe
movement without matter, i.e. we do not pay enough attention to prove existence
of considered theories on a general level. There is a lot of important theories, but
many of them have static models. Our general aim for this and future works is
to develop model theoretic dynamics in a way similar to that what happened in
algebra and algebraic dynamics.
Our main motivation arises from two papers: [9] and [12]. The first one de-
scribes the model companion of substructures of a monster model of a stable theory,
equipped with an additional automorphism. The second one is about the model
companion of a theory of fields equipped with an action of a fixed finite group.
In this paper (Subsection 4.1), we achieve a generalization of both situations: we
provide a description of a model companion of substructures of a monster model
of an arbitrary stable theory, equipped with an action of a fixed group. Of course,
there are some additional assumptions, but they are almost harmless and there are
counterexamples for the corresponding statements in the full generality, i.e. without
our almost harmless assumptions.
Our second, but also very important, motivation is to prepare background for a
more sophisticated research. It was shown that there is a link between existence
of the model companion of a theory with an additional automorphism and the fi-
nite cover property ([1]). The aforementioned result closes, in some sense, “the
storyline of existence” of model companions of theories with an additional auto-
morphism, which was originated by Kikyo in [17] (and continued in [19] and [20]).
What is important for us is that the main counterexamples for existence of the
model companion of a theory with an additional automorphism from [17] are not
counterexamples anymore in a more general context. More precisely, a theory of
structures with extra automorphisms can be treated as a theory of structures with
a group action. For example, we are interested in structures with a fixed number
n (which may be a cardinal) of automorphisms which satisfy some equalities. Such
structures can be viewed as structures with an action of group G, where G is given
by the following presentation:
〈σ1, . . . , σn | r1, . . . , rm〉,
where r1, . . . , rm are relations corresponding to the equalities which automorphisms
σ1, . . . , σn should satisfy. Therefore, we can treat a theory of structures with an
additional automorphism as a theory of structures with a group action of the group
G = Z. Hence [17] was motivated by non-existence of model companions for actions
of Z, but we show that model companions of those counterexample theories exist,
if we consider actions of a finite group G instead of actions of Z (Example 2.10,
Example 2.12, Remark 2.14).
Another notable phenomena is Hrushovski’s proof of non-existence of the model
companion of the theory of fields with two commuting automorphisms ([18, Theo-
rem 3.2]). Such fields can be viewed as fields equipped with a group action of Z×Z.
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At the other hand, the model companion of the theory of fields equipped with a
group action of Z2 × Z2 (or any other product G1 × G2 of finite groups G1 and
G2) exists (Theorem 2.10 in [12]). The general case (group actions on arbitrary
stuctures instead of fields) is even more difficult: the author of [18] admits at the
beginning of Section 3. (in [18]) that he could not show in general that a model
companion of the theory of models with two commuting automorphisms does not
exist. However, he additionally assumed existence of a, b and M |= T such that
a |⌣M b and acl(Mab) 6= dcl(acl(Ma), acl(Mb)), consult the last lines on the page
6. in [18]. Example 2.8 shows that without any assumptions, model companions
may exist for actions of any group G.
Therefore, one could ask about existence of model companions in a wider, than
the one considered in [1], context. Any reasonable answer to the last question
will put more light on the concepts related to the finite cover property. As a side
remark, we note here that even without the assumption about existence of model
companion there is some interest in the class of existentially closed models with a
group action ([31]). Therefore we provide a description of such structures (without
assumption that the class of existentially closed structures with a group action is
an elementary class) in Section 3.
During a conversation with Amador Martin-Pizzaro, we found out that models
studied by us provide an example for considerations in [4, p.11], where the authors
describe a criterion for simplicity of a theory in the shape of ACFA. More precisely,
if a theory satisfies the five conditions from [4], then it is simple. Still, those five
conditions need to be checked, which is done in the next sections of this paper.
This means that our theory is related to the present research in the field of simple
theories.
The last reason why we provide the following paper is more practical. It is quite
common to use results from [9] during studying a new theory equipped with an
automorphism. We give an example about this: in [2], the authors introduce a new
theory which describes compact complex manifolds with an automorphism. Its
model companion, denoted by CCMA, exists and automatically inherits simplicity
and other tameness properties due to the main results of [9]. We hope that our
generalizations of results from [9] will be useful in a similar way.
1.2. Summary of results. We summarize now the results of this paper. Let T
be an L-theory and let G be a group. In the crucial moment of this paper (Section
4), we assume that the model companion of T , say Tmc, exists, is stable, allows to
eliminate quantifiers and has elimination of imaginaries. We introduce the language
LG given by adding to L a unary function symbol for each g ∈ G. By TG, we denote
the LG-theory which models are models of T equipped with a group action of G (by
L-automorphisms). We assume that the model companion of TG, say TmcG , exists.
The main difficulty is to understand how models of TmcG embed into models of
Tmc. It was not the case in [9], because the authors of [9] worked with a model
complete theory T , hence under the assumption T = Tmc (they assumed that T is
stable, allows quantifier elimination and elimination of imaginaries), and so every
model of TmcG is also a model of T
mc (if G = Z, then the G-action always extends
to saturated over-structures). After a lesson learned during studying the theory
G− TCF (Example 2.15), where models of TmcG may be not even separably closed
fields (see Theorem 3.6 in [12]) and Tmc =ACF, we know that it is more natural
to distinguish T from Tmc (or to do not assume that T is stable in the situation
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of [9]). However, a lot of new phenomena occur, we still have some nice behaviour
(e.g. Proposition 4.14, which says that the relative algebraic closure is normal in
the full algebraic closure, which means that a G-structure on a model treats equally
all “roots” of an algebraic formula).
The main result of this paper is Theorem 4.21, which contains (under one ad-
ditional assumption) Independence Theorem over a model for a special ternary
relation in TmcG . We use it in Theorem 4.22, which provides reasonable assump-
tions for simplicity of TmcG . We have the following sequence of implications, where
(C, (σg)g∈G) is a monster model of T
mc
G ,
G is finite
Proposition 4.25
+3 C is bounded
(Definition 3.54)
Proposition 4.26
+3 alg. closures split (Definition 4.19)
Theorem 4.21

Ind. Theorem over model for TmcG
Theorem 4.22

TmcG is simple
+ description of forking ind. in TmcG .
One can wonder whether the assumption about algebraic closures is important for
the simplicity of TmcG . It is indeed, and we discuss this problem in Remark 4.24.
In short: if algebraic closures do not split, then C is not bounded, and - after
specifying to the theory of fields - the theory of a PAC field is simple just if the
field is bounded.
The second important result is about elimination of imaginaries in TmcG . It is
easy to prove that TmcG codes finite tuples (Lemma 4.37). On the other hand, there
are examples of theories in the shape of TmcG which do not eliminate imaginaries
(Remark 4.38), hence they also do not have the weak elimination of imaginaries.
However, TmcG always has the geometric elimination of imaginaries (Theorem 4.36).
We provide also “semi” quantifier elimination result (Remark 4.13), which is
analogous to the similar one for ACFA, but we do not consider it as important.
To obtain the above results, we need a lot of algebraic analysis of the G-actions
on substructures of a monster model of Tmc. We transferred the notion of regular-
ity from the ground of fields to the general model theory (Definition 3.1, however
it turned out that our “regularity” is in fact Hrushovski’s “stationarity”, check Re-
mark 3.1). Regularity is beneficial in the stable context (Corollary 3.39). For exam-
ple, elements in a regular extension over A have stationary types over A (Corollary
3.35). In Section 3, we invoke generalizations of the notions from Galois theory
and use them to describe the Galois groups of structures with a G-action. The
invariants of a G-action play an important role, therefore we provide a description
of the substructure of invariants. It turns out that the substructure of invariants,
for a finitely generated group G, is PAC (Proposition 3.52) and bounded (Lemma
3.55), hence the theory of invariants, for a finitely generated group G, is simple
(Theorem 4.40).
Moreover, we use techniques involving Galois groups (e.g. Lemma 3.24) to de-
scribe types (Fact 4.9), algebraic closure (Corollary 4.12 and Proposition 4.14),
which are used in the main proof of this paper (proof of the Theorem 4.21).
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We also give an alternative to [32] definition of a PAC substructure in the stable
context. We compare our definition of a PAC substructure to the well known defi-
nition of a PAC substructure from [32] and to Hrushovski’s definition of a PAC sub-
structure in the strongly minimal context (Proposition 3.9 and Proposition 3.10).
We use our definition of a PAC substructure to show that models of the theory TmcG
are PAC (Proposition 3.57).
1.3. Acknowledgements. I thank my supervisor, Piotr Kowalski, for his guidance
to this point of my mathematical studies, which allowed me to undertake my first
serious research. I thank also Thomas Scanlon, which offered his knowledge and
time during my visit in Berkeley. Also Martin Hils has significantly contributed to
the final draft of this paper remarking that large parts of Section 3 can be obtained
without assumption about existence of model companions of theories with a group
action. Besides this, I am grateful to my wife, Agata, for being proud of me and
supporting me during my work. Last but not least:
Deo gratias!
2. Prelude
2.1. Preliminaries and conventions. For any set X , a natural number n > 0
and any function f : X → X , we define f (n) as the composition of f with itself
n times. If A and B are two sequences, then AB denotes the concatenation of A
and B, i.e. A⌢B. If A and B are considered only as sets, then AB denotes A∪B.
Finally, if H is a group and A is a set, then the orbit of A under an action of H
will be denoted by H ·A or (if it will not lead to any confusion) by HA.
Assume that L is a language. We denote the set of all L-formulas by FL. By an
L-theory we mean a non-empty and consistent subset of FL which includes all its
consequences. By an inconsistent L-theory we mean a non empty and inconsistent
subset of FL which includes all its consequences, which is equal to the whole FL.
We assume that theories in this paper are theories with infinite models.
Instead of writing C |= ϕ(c) (where C is in this context a fixed monster model) or
|= ϕ(c), we prefer to write ϕC(c). The same ifM  C (an elementary substructure):
sometimes we use ϕM (c) instead of M |= ϕ(c). However, we will use σg instead of
σMg for a function symbol σg which corresponds to an automorphism.
Now, let N and N ′ be L-structures and let E be a subset of N . We use 〈E〉L
to denote the L-substructure of N generated by E. Moreover, aclNL (E) denotes the
algebraic closure of E in N in the sense of the language L and the L-theory Th(N)
(similarly for dclNL (E) and tp
N
L (a/E)). We say that N is existentially closed in N
′
if for every quantifier free L-formula ϕ(x, y) and every finite tuple b ⊆ N , |b| = |y|,
we have
N ′ |= (∃y)
(
ϕ(b, y)
)
⇒ N |= (∃y)
(
ϕ(b, y)
)
.
We write N 61 N
′ if N is existentially closed in N ′. We say that M is existentially
closed among models of the theory T if for every M ′ |= T such that M ⊆ M ′,
it follows M 61 M
′. If additionally M is a model of T , the it is called shortly
an existentially closed model of the theory T . If every model of the theory T is
existentially closed, the theory T will be called model complete. If T is model
complete, M,N |= T and M ⊆ N , then M  N .
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Definition 2.1. We call an L-theory T ′ model-consistent with the L-theory T if
for each M |= T there exists M ′ |= T ′ such that M ⊆ M ′. Equivalently, for each
M |= T , T ′ ∪Diagat(M) is consistent.
Remark 2.2. A theory T ′ is model-consistent with the theory T if and only if
T ′∀ ⊆ T∀ (i.e. the universal part of the theory T contains the universal part of the
theory T ′).
We provide here our favourite definition of a model companion (in the spirit of
[16]). The reader may notice that theories of the main interest of Section 4 are
model companions (of some theories).
Definition 2.3. We call an L-theory T ′ a model companion of the L-theory T if
the following hold
i) T is model-consistent with T ′,
ii) T ′ is model-consistent with T ,
iii) T ′ is model-complete.
If a model companion of the theory T exists, then it is unique. The model
companion of T will be denoted by Tmc.
Remark 2.4. If a model companion Tmc of the theory T exists, then T∀∃ ⊆ Tmc
(i.e. the theory Tmc contains all the ∀∃-formulas belonging to T ).
For the rest of this paper we fix a group (G, ∗) (time to time we will assume
additional properties of G). We are working with an L-theory T and with the
language LG which is the language L extended by unary function symbols σ¯ =
(σg)g∈G.
Definition 2.5. (1) We introduce set of LG-formulas AG, which contains ex-
actly the following axioms:
i) σg is an automorphism of L-structure for every g ∈ G,
ii) σg ◦ σh = σg∗h for every g, h ∈ G.
(2) Let (M, (σg)g∈G) be an L
G-structure. We say that (σg)g∈G is a G-action
on M if (M, (σg)g∈G) |= AG.
(3) If T is an L-theory, then TG is an LG-theory equal to the set of consequences
of T ∪ AG, i.e. TG = Cn(T ∪ AG).
We will skip parenthesis in “(TG)
mc” and abbreviate it to “TmcG ”. Note that
AG ⊆ (TG)∀∃ ⊆ TmcG , hence each model of T
mc
G (if the model companion exists)
is equipped with a G-action. Moreover, an LG-structure (M, (σg)g∈G) may be
denoted by “(M, σ¯)”. Note the following, easy but important, fact.
Fact 2.6. For any theory T we have (TG)∀ ⊆ (T∀)G.
Remark 2.7. Assume that T is inductive, and the theories Tmc and TmcG exist.
Then the following are equivalent.
(1) The theory (Tmc)mcG exists and it follows (T
mc)mcG = T
mc
G .
(2) For every (M, (σg)g∈G) |= TmcG , we have M |= T
mc.
Proof. Assume the first statement. Since Tmc is inductive, it follows Tmc ⊆
(Tmc)G ⊆ (Tmc)mcG , hence every model (M, (σg)g∈G) of (T
mc)mcG = T
mc
G satisfies
M |= Tmc.
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To prove implication from the second point to the first point, it is enough to show
that TmcG is the model companion of (T
mc)G. Of course, T
mc
G is model complete. Let
(M, (σg)g∈G) |= TmcG . BecauseM |= T
mc, we have (M, (σg)g∈G) |= (Tmc)G. On the
other hand, if T is inductive, then T ⊆ Tmc. Therefore every model (M, (σg)g∈G)
of the theory (Tmc)G = Cn(T
mc ∪AG) is a model of the theory TG = Cn(T ∪AG),
so it embeds into a model of TmcG . 
We start with an example which should come to our mind as the first one.
Example 2.8 (The empty language and the empty theory case). If we start with
L = ∅ (formulas consist only of equalities and inequalities of variables) and T = ∅
then
Tmc = {(∃x1, . . . , xn)(
∧
i6=j
xi 6= xj) | n ∈ N},
i.e. the axioms for being an infinite set. Introduce the following set of LG-formulas
T ′ := TG ∪ {(∀x1, . . . , xn)(∃y)
( n∧
i=1
y 6= xi ∧
m∧
j=1
σgj (y) = y ∧
m′∧
k=m+1
σgk(y) 6= y
)
|
| H < G is finitely generated, n,m,m′ ∈ N,
g1, . . . , gm ∈ H, gm+1, . . . , gm′ ∈ G \H }.
Note that if M |= TG, then
M ∐
(∐
H<G
finitely generated
G/H
)∐ω
,
where G/H denotes the set of left cosets considered with the standard left action
of G, is a model of T ′ and an LG-extension of M .
Now, assume that M |= T ′, there is N |= TG which extends M and for some
finite m¯ ⊆ M and a system of equalities and inequalities in LG, say ϕ(x¯, y), we
have N |= (∃y)(ϕ(m¯, y)). To show that M |= (∃y)(ϕ(m¯, y)) we need to analyse just
a few types of equalities/inequalities, which can occur in ϕ(x¯, y), mainly
σg(y) = y,
σg(y) 6= y,
σg(y) = xi,
σg(y) 6= xi.
If there is a formula of the form σg(y) = xi, then obviously element σ
−1
g (mi) ∈ M
is the solution for ϕ(m¯, y). Therefore we can assume that in ϕ(x¯, y) there are
no formulas of the form σg(y) = xi. Moreover, we can even demand that our
solution will be different from each mi, i.e. we add formulas y 6= xi, i 6 n, to the
system of equalities and inequalities given by ϕ(x¯, y). Define H := 〈g | “σg(y) =
y” occurs in ϕ(x¯, y)〉, of course it is finitely generated. If σg(y) 6= y occurs in
ϕ(x¯, y) then g 6∈ H (otherwise it would result in a contradiction for the realization
of ϕ(m¯, y) in N). Hence formula (∀x¯)(∃y)(ϕ(x¯, y)) can be viewed as an element of
T ′, so M |= (∃y)(ϕ(m¯, y)).
Now we will move to the superstability of Tmc and TmcG for the “empty” theory
T . Superstability of Tmc is well-known (in fact Tmc is strongly minimal), but we
provide an argument which we also use to show superstability of TmcG . We note that
a complete L-type in Tmc over some set of parameters A, say p(x), can be chosen
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only in |A|+1 many different ways (i.e. x can be “equal” to some a ∈ A or the type
p(x) states that “x 6∈ A”). Similarly for a type in n variables, p(x1, . . . , xn), we
can limit the amount of possibilities: not more than |A| if |A| > ω. Therefore Tmc
is superstable. We proceed to the case with a G-action. Let p(x) be a complete
LG-type in TmcG over some set of parameters A. Type p(x) can state “x ∈ G ·A” (at
most |G| · |A| different ways to do this) or “x 6∈ G·A” and {(σg(x) = x)η(g) | g ∈ G},
where η ∈ 2G, “(σg(x) = x)1” corresponds to “σg(x) = x”, and “(σg(x) = x)0”
corresponds to “σg(x) 6= x” (we use here quantifier elimination for TmcG which
can be proven straightforward using the previously provided axioms of TmcG ). If
λ > 2|G| + ω and |A| 6 λ, then we have at most λ many types over A in TmcG . It
means that TmcG is also superstable.
The above example shows that for one theory, the “empty” theory T , TmcG exists
for any group G. Usually the situation is much more complicated, i.e. for most of
the theories T , proving the existence of TmcG is a hard task highly depending on the
choice of G.
Question 2.9. Which assumptions about T and G assert the existence of TmcG ?
Baldwin, Kikyo and Shelah proved a few negative results about existence of Tmc
Z
in
[17], [20] and in [1]. The first counterexamples for existence of Tmc
Z
, which motivated
Kikyo to focus on this topic, were: the theory of random graph, DLO0 and the
theory of atomless Boolean algebras (see the introduction to [17]). In fact, Baldwin,
Kikyo and Shelah investigated existence of model companions only for theories
with one automorphism (instead of theories with G-actions), and we hope that our
generalization will lead to a deeper understanding why such a model companion
exists or not. First of all, if G is finite, then TmcG exists for the “counterexample
theories”:
• the theory of the random graph (Example 2.10),
• DLO0 (Example 2.12),
• the theory of atomless Boolean algebras (Remark 2.14).
Example 2.10 (The random graph). Assume that |G| = e, (G, ∗) = ({1, . . . , e}, ∗).
The following argument depends only on one property of the theory of graphs.
Mainly, the atomic diagram of a finite tuple is finite (hence the example and axioms
provided in it, can be generalized on other theories owing this property). In the
lines below, we define a consistent configuration Q, which in fact is a conjunction
of all formulas belonging to the atomic diagram of some finite tuple of vertices.
Let L consist of a binary relation R, and let T state that R is irreflexive and
symmetric (R indicates the existence of an edge between two vertices). The theory
T has a model companion Tmc given by the axioms of T together with an additional
axiom scheme:
for every finite sets X , Y satisfying X ∩ Y = ∅ there exists a vertex v such that
v R x for all x ∈ X and v 6R y for all y ∈ Y .
We can easily check that TmcG exists, we give axioms for this theory and sketch the
proof of being a model companion of TG. We start with TG, which is given by
axioms of T , axioms stating that each σi, where i 6 e, is an automorphism and
axioms of the form σi ◦ σj(x) = σi∗j(x).
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Let x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn′ be variables and let
Z0 :=
⋃
i6e
{σi(x1), . . . , σi(xn)}, Z :=
⋃
i6e
{σi(x1), . . . , σi(xn), σi(y1), . . . , σi(yn′)}.
Note that Z0 is a set of LG-terms in variables xi and Z is a set of LG-terms in
variables xi, yj, where i 6 n and j 6 n
′. We code the configuration of Z by the
following function
Q : Z × Z ∋ (z1, z2) 7→ Q(z1,z2) ∈ {=, R, 6R},
where if Q(z1,z2) is equal to 6R, the string z1Q(z1,z2)z2 should be understood as
z1 6R z2 ∧ z1 6= z2 (the rest is standard). It is rather technical, but it can be
checked whether Q describes a configuration, which is consistent (and there is a
finite condition to check this). Where “consistent” means that there exists V |= TG
and there exist w1, . . . , wn, v1, . . . , vn′ ∈ V such that
V |=
( ∧
z1,z2∈Z
z1Q(z1,z2)z2
)
[w1, . . . , wn, v1, . . . , vn′ ],
where the formula
∧
z1,z2∈Z
z1Q(z1,z2)z2 in variables x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn′ is evalu-
ated on w1, . . . , wn, v1, . . . , vn′ . In such a case we call Q a consistent configu-
ration of variables x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn′ . A model V of the theory T
′ satisfies
V |= TG and for each n, n′ ∈ N and any consistent configuration Q of variables
x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn′ , it satisfies the following (in the above notation) axiom:
(∀x1, . . . xn)
( ∧
z1,z2∈Z0
z1Q(z1,z2)z2 → (∃y1, . . . , yn′)
( ∧
z1,z2∈Z
z1Q(z1,z2)z2
))
.
Assume that (V,R, σ) |= TG. After adding suitably many vertices to V , we obtain
an LG-extension, which is a model of T ′.
Similarly to the theory Tmc, T ′ eliminates quantifiers. The proof is rather stan-
dard and we only sketch the main steps. If ϕ(x¯, y) is a conjunction of atomic
and negations of atomic formulas in LG, we want to eliminate the quantifier in
(∃y)
(
ϕ(x¯, y)
)
. There are two cases. Firstly, there is no consistent configuration Q
such that ϕ(x¯, y) is contained (as a collection of atomic formulas and negations of
atomic formulas, maybe after some permutation) in
∧
z1,z2∈Z
z1Q(z1,z2)z2 (notation
as above for n′ = 1). In this case, we have
T ′ ⊢ (∃y)
(
ϕ(x¯, y)
)
↔ x¯ 6= x¯.
Secondly, there exists a consistent configuration Q such that ϕ(x¯, y) is contained in∧
z1,z2∈Z
z1Q(z1,z2)z2. We can show that
T ′ ⊢ (∃y)
(
ϕ(x¯, y)
)
↔
∨
i6r
(∃y)
( ∧
z1,z2∈Z
z1Q
i
(z1,z2)
z2
)
,
where Q1, . . . , Qr are all consistent configurations containing ϕ(x¯, y) (there are only
finitely many such configurations, because there only finitely many possibilities to
define the atomic diagram of a tuple of a fixed length). By our axioms, it follows
T ′ ⊢ (∃y)
(
ϕ(x¯, y)
)
↔
∨
i6r
∧
z1,z2∈Z0
z1Q
i
(z1,z2)
z2.
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The theory T ′ is model complete, and so it is a model companion TmcG for TG.
Kikyo worked under the assumption T = Tmc (i.e. he considered random graphs
with added G-action, we consider graphs with added G-action). Therefore, if we
want to see that T ′ is a “counterexample”, we need to show that reducts of models
of T ′ are models of Tmc. Assume that (V, (σg)g∈G) |= T
′, we need to prove that V
satisfies the random graph axioms.
Let X,Y ⊆ V be finite, our goal is to find v ∈ V such that v has an edge with
each element of X and has no edge with any element of Y . Consider the graph
W := GX ∪ GY ∪· G with edges on GX ∪ GY copied from V , and the new edges
gR(gwX) defined for all g ∈ G and all wX ∈ X . There is a natural G-action on W
and we see that 1 ∈ G ⊆ W has an edge with each element of X and has no edge
with any element of Y . We take the consistent configuration Q given by the atomic
diagram of (W, (σg)g∈G). The axiom of T
′ corresponding to Q assures existence of
the desired vertex v.
Summarizing, we defined an LG-theory T ′ which extends the theory of graphs
with a G-action, TG, and has quantifier elimination. We stated that models of TG
extend to models of T ′, hence T ′ = TmcG . Moreover, we noted that T
mc ⊆ TmcG ,
hence Remark 2.7 implies that (Tmc)mcG = T
mc
G (i.e. random graphs with action of
a finite group have a model companion).
Martin Hils pointed out to us that TmcG in the case of the theory of random
graph can be described as the theory of the Fra¨ısse´ limit of the class of finite
graphs equipped with a G-action. He also noted that TmcG as a Fra¨ısse´ limit is
ω-categorical.
Definition 2.11. Let M be an LG-structure. By MG we denote the G-invariants
(invariants), given by
MG = {m ∈M | (∀g ∈ G)(σg(m) = m)}.
Example 2.12 (Linear orders). Assume that we have an LG-structureM . If there
exists an MG-definable linear ordering and |G| = e ∈ N, then G acts trivially on
M , i.e.: MG = M . It is because for any preserving order bijection f : M → M
such that f (n) = id, for some n > 0, element f(m) ∈M can not be strictly greater
or smaller than element m ∈M .
Therefore, if T is the theory of linear orders, then TG is (informally) equal to T .
Hence TmcG is equal to DLO0, which is a model companion of T (in this case T
mc
G
is informally equal to Tmc). Recall that the author of [17] stated that T =DLO0
is a counterexample for existence of Tmc
Z
(we have Tmc =DLO0), so our approach
differs from the original one. But in this particular case, we can also start with
T =DLO0 and still T
mc
G exists and is again equal to DLO0.
Similarly for the theory of ordered fields and its model companion as well as the
theory of real-closed fields (and the case of a finite group G).
Example 2.13 (Rings of exponent 2). Assume that L is the language of rings (i.e.
{+,−, ·, 0, 1}). By “the theory of rings” we mean an L-theory which models are
commutative rings with unit. We introduce here a notation which is used in [12]
and is presented there in a more systematic way.
If an LG-structure (R, (σg)g∈G) is a model of TG for T = “the theory of rings”,
we call it a G-transformal ring. If moreover I P R, we say that I is a G-invariant
ideal if for each g ∈ G it is
σg(I) ⊆ I.
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If I is a G-invariant ideal, then there is a natural G-transformal ring structure
on R/I.
Again, assume that |G| = e ∈ N, (G, ∗) = ({1, . . . , e}, ∗). Let (R, (σg)g∈G) be a
G-transformal ring. For any r¯ = (r1, . . . , rn) ∈ Rn we use the following convention
σk(r¯) =
(
σk(r1), . . . , σk(rn)
)
,
where k 6 e. If r¯1, . . . , r¯e ∈ Rn, then
σ¯
(
r¯1, . . . , r¯e
)
:=
(
σ1(r¯1), . . . , σe(r¯e)
)
,
σ¯(r¯1) :=
(
σ1(r¯1), . . . , σe(r¯1)
)
.
We set a G-transformal ring structure on the ring of polynomials over R. Fix
n > 0 and let Xi, where i 6 e, denote the n-tuple of variables, (Xi,1, . . . , Xi,n). A
G-transformal ring structure on the ring R[X1, . . . , Xe] is given by
σk(f(X1, . . . , Xe)) = f
σk(Xk∗1, . . . , Xk∗e),
where (∑
i
riX¯
i
)σk
=
∑
i
σk(ri)X¯
i.
We focus on the theory of rings of exponent 2, i.e. the theory of rings satisfying
additional axiom
x2 = x.
Let T be the theory of rings of exponent 2, and let (R, (σg)g∈G) |= TG. Because
(R, (σg)g∈G) is a G-transformal ring, we have a G-transfomal ring structure on the
ring R[X1, . . . , Xe], as above. Moreover,
I2 = (X
2
i,j −Xi,j | i ≤ e, j ≤ n)
is a G-invariant ideal and so R[t1, . . . , te] := R[X1, . . . , Xe]/I2 is a G-transformal
ring of exponent 2, where ti = (ti,1, . . . , ti,n) is the image of (Xi,1, . . . , Xi,n) under
the quotient map. The most important property of R[t1, . . . , te] is that it is a free
R-module of finite rank, so each element of R[t1, . . . , te] is represented by a finite
sequence of elements of R, of length bounded by 2ne.
The theory TmcG exists and is given by the following (compare with the axioms in
DExample 2.15). An LG-structure (R, (σg)g∈G) is a model of T ′ if (R, (σg)g∈G) |=
TG and if for every n ∈ N>0, we have
(♦) every finitely generated I, J P R[t1, . . . , te] (as in the above notation) such
that I ( J and I is a G-invariant ideal, there is r ∈ Rn satisfying σ¯(r) ∈
VR(I) \ VR(J).
The expression “σ¯(r) ∈ VR(I)” should be understood as
I ⊆ ker
(
evσ¯(r) : R[t1, . . . , te]→ R
)
,
where evσ¯(r) : R[t1, . . . , te] → R it the unique map such that composed with the
quotient map it is equal to the common evaluation map evσ¯(r) : R[X1, . . . , Xe]→ R.
It is a standard argument to show that T ′ is a model companion TmcG of TG.
The reader may consult proofs of Lemma 2.8 and Lemma 2.9 in [12]. We note
here one fact which is used in analogons of these proofs. For any polynomial
F ∈ R[X1, . . . , Xe] there exists a “truncated” polynomial F˜ ∈ R[t1 . . . , te] such
that for any r ∈ Rn we have
F (r) = 0 ⇐⇒ F˜ (r) = 0.
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Remark 2.14 (Atomless Boolean algebras). The theory considered in Example
2.13, is the theory of Boolean rings which are structures canonically dual to Boolean
algebras, see [33, §6.3] for the quantifier-free translation (i.e. extensions by defi-
nitions without quantifiers in both ways). Therefore, we have proved existence of
TmcG for T = “theory of Boolean algebras” and a finite G. Recall that a model
companion of the theory of atomless Boolean algebras with an automorphism does
not exist. Theory of atomless Boolean algebras is the model companion of T , de-
noted in this remark by Tmc. Therefore the theory (Tmc)mc
Z
does not exist, but the
theory TmcG does.
On the other hand, L-reducts of models of TmcG are atomless Boolean algebras.
To see this assume that R |= TmcG and r ∈ R. Being an atom means that there
is no s ∈ R such that r · s = r and r 6= s. Consider R[t1, . . . , te] defined as in
Example 2.13 for |t1| = . . . = |te| = 1, and R
′ := R[t1, . . . , te]/I, where I is the
ideal generated by the elements σi(r)ti − σi(r), for i 6 e. We note that R ⊆ R′ is
an LG-extension and R′ |= (∃y)(r · y = y ∧ r 6= y). Model completeness of TmcG
implies that we also have R |= (∃y)(r ·y = y ∧ r 6= y), hence r can not be an atom.
Finally, by Remark 2.7, the theory TmcG is equal to (T
mc)mcG . Therefore the theory
(Tmc)mc
Z
does not exist, but the theory (Tmc)mcG does.
Example 2.15 (Fields). Let T = “theory of fields” in the language of rings as in
Example 2.13 and let |G| = e ∈ N. The existence and properties of TmcG were one of
the the main motivations for this paper and a model for the idea of model-theoretic
dynamics. We just recall here the definition of the theory G − TCF = TmcG from
[12], for the proofs we refer the reader to [12]. We use the notation from Example
2.13, and a G-transformal field means a G-transformal ring, which is a field.
A G-transformal field (K,σ) is a model of G − TCF, if for every n ∈ N>0 it
satisfies the following axiom scheme:
(♣) for any I, J P K[X1, . . . , Xe] (as in the above notation) such that I ( J
and I is a G-invariant prime ideal, there is a ∈ Kn satisfying σ(a) ∈
VK(I) \ VK(J).
Note that “iterations” like Tmc
Z/2Z for T = Z/2Z−TCF are equal to Z/2Z×Z/2Z−
TCF. The theories like Z/2Z× Z/2Z− TCF exist, so also the “iteration” theories
exist. The same remains true for the general case (for products G1 × G2 of finite
groups G1 and G2).
The theory G − TCF, where G is finite, inherits some nice properties from the
theory ACF, which is the model companion of T =”theory of fields”. Similarly
for ACFA, which should be understood as the theory denoted in our convention
by Z − TCF or by ACFmc
Z
. ACF is the theory for the most model theorists, a
benchmark if we think that
“model theory” = “theory of fields” − “fields”.
It seems to be true that TmcG inherits similar properties from T
mc (for an arbitrary
theory T ) as G − TCF and ACFA do from ACF (of course if both Tmc and TmcG
exist). One of the main questions investigated in this paper is the following one.
Question 2.16. What properties the theory TmcG inherits from the theory T
mc?
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3. Galois theory for structures with group action
Before we start to investigate the forking independence and other pure model
theoretic notions and properties, we provide more facts about invariants, Galois
groups and regularity. One could say: we are going now to do some algebra without
algebra.
3.1. PAC revisited. We fix (“once for all”) an L-structureDwhich is κD-saturated
and κD-strongly homogeneous and set T
′ := ThL(D). In other words: D is a mon-
ster model for the complete theory T ′.
We start with Definition 3.1, which is a very general one and therefore we wished
to provide it before we start to assume additional properties of T ′. On the other
hand we wanted to motivate the introduction of a new definition (the definition of
a PAC substructure) by comparing it to the previous ones. It could not be done
without references to the results obtained in the next parts of the thesis. Instead of
moving the comparison of the new definition of a PAC substructure to an appendix,
we decided to provide it after the definition appears, but with references (in proofs
of Proposition 3.9 and Proposition 3.10) to Lemma 3.36, which assumes the stability
of T ′ (similarly as Proposition 3.9 and Proposition 3.10).
The first point of the below definition is extracted from the proof of [9, Theorem
3.7], and it is motivated by some phenomena in the algebra of fields. The second
point is another possibility for the well known definition of a PAC substructure,
which was introduced in Hrushovski’s manuscript ([13]) and then generalized by
Pillay and Polkowska in [32].
Our motivation for the definition of a PAC substructure was a phenomena from
the field theory, i.e. the description of PAC fields made in [11, Proposition 11.3.5]. It
turns out that our definition of a PAC substructure is a more faithful generalization
of the Hrushovski’s definition than the definition from [32]. We discuss it in this
subsection.
Definition 3.1. (1) Let E ⊆ A be small subsets of D. We say that E ⊆ A is
L-regular (or just regular) if
dclDL (A) ∩ acl
D
L (E) = dcl
D
L (E).
(2) LetN be a small L-substructure ofD. We say thatN is pseudo-algebraically
closed (PAC ) if for every small L-substructure N ′ of D, which is L-regular
extension of N , it follows N 61 N
′ (i.e. N is existentially closed in N ′).
Remark 3.2. (1) After posting this paper on Arxive, Silvain Rideau informed
us that our definition of regularity coincides with the definition of stationar-
ity given in [15, Definition 5.17] and considered in [14], and we had not been
aware of that. However, our approach to this property is more algebraic
and we provide more facts about it arising from the algebra of fields (e.g.
Corollary 3.39, Lemma 3.40 and Remark 3.43). Lemma 3.36 puts more
light on the relation between term “stationarity” and term “regularity” in
this context.
(2) We will assume that T ′ eliminates imaginaries and therefore we formulated
our definition of regularity as above. However, it can be generalized by
passing with the previous condition to the imaginary sorts:
dclD
eq
Leq (A) ∩ acl
D
eq
Leq (E) = dcl
D
eq
Leq (E).
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(3) Let us recall that a field extension k ⊆ K is regular (in the classical sense)
if and only if K is separable over k and k is relatively algebraically closed
in K. In the implementation of our definition of regularity to the field case,
we avoid the separability condition and demand that the perfect closure of
k is relatively algebraically closed in the perfect closure of K, i.e. we say
that k ⊆ K is L-regular if
Kperf ∩ kalg = kperf .
Most of the time we will work in the situation which corresponds to the
case of a perfect basis field k (i.e. k = kperf), and then the last condition
reduces to K ∩ kalg = k (by [23, Lemma 4.10]).
(4) Note that the regularity condition is invariant under the action of automor-
phisms.
(5) Of course, if E is algebraically closed, then E ⊆ A is regular for any small
A.
(6) If E ⊆ A is regular, and E ⊆ A′ ⊆ A, then E ⊆ A′ is regular.
(7) Assume that E ⊆ A and A ⊆ B are regular. It follows that E ⊆ B is
regular.
(8) Assume that T ′ has quantifier elimination and let P be a small L-substructure
of D. There exists a small L-substructure P ∗ of D such that P ⊆ P ∗ and
P ∗ is PAC. To see this it is enough to consider a small existentially closed
model of T ′∀ which extends P and embeds it into D over P . Quantifier
elimination is needed here to move, if necessary, image of this embedding
such that it will contain P . However, if we repeat the proof of existence
of existentially closed extensions as we do in the proof of Proposition 3.6,
we may discard the assumption about quantifier elimination and still prove
the existence of PAC extensions.
We analyze regular extensions in Subsection 3.4, but before moving to other con-
cepts, we provide the following lemma, which shows that the notion of a regular
extension generalizes the notion of being an extension of an existentially closed
structure. Moreover, being a PAC substructure P means that P is existentially
closed in every regular extension, and (if T ′ has quantifier elimination), by Lemma
3.3, being a PAC substructure P means that P is existentially closed only in regular
extensions (in other words: “PAC = existentially closed exactly in regular exten-
sions”). Note that, if we assume stability of T ′ (and EI and QE), by Corollary 3.42,
every existentially closed substructure of a PAC structure is PAC.
Lemma 3.3. If the L-theory T ′ admits quantifier elimination and for some small
L-substructures P ⊆ N of D it is P 61 N , then P ⊆ N is regular.
Proof. Assume that a ∈ dclDL (N) ∩ acl
D
L (P ). Consider quantifier free L-formulas ϕ
and ψ such that for some finite tuples n ⊆ N and p ⊆ P it follows
ϕ(n,D) = {a}, |ψ(p,D)| <∞, ψ(p,D) = AutL(D/P ) · a.
Let φ(y) be a quantifier free L-formula with parameters from P , such that φD(y)
if and only if D satisfies
(∃ x)
(
ψ(p, x) ∧ ϕ(y, x) ∧ (∀ x′)
(
ϕ(y, x′)→ x = x′
))
.
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Notice that φD(n), hence (since φ(y) is quantifier free) φN (n). Since P 61 N , we
get P |= ∃y φ(y). Let p′ ⊆ P be such that φP (p′), it follows φD(p′). We obtain
D |= (∃ x)
(
ψ(p, x) ∧ ϕ(p′, x) ∧ (∀ x′)
(
ϕ(p′, x′)→ x = x′
))
,
which means that there exists a solution of ψ(p, x) which is contained in dclDL (P ),
say a′. Because ψD(p, a′), we obtain a′ = f(a) for some f ∈ AutL(D/P ). Therefore
a = f−1(a′) = a′ ∈ dclDL (P ). 
Remark 3.4. If the theory T ′ has quantifier elimination, then for any small L-
substructure P there exists a non-trivial regular extension. To see this, consider
a non-trivial elementary extension P ′  P . Structure P ′ can be embedded into
D, and then, by the quantifier elimination, moved over P . The thesis follows from
Lemma 3.3. Compare to Corollary 3.37.
Now, we will show that for any small L-substructure P of D there exists a small
L-substructure P ∗ of D such that P ⊆ P ∗ and P ∗ is PAC. The proof is similar to
the proof of existence of existentially closed models, but we restrict the procedure to
regular extensions. The expected goal would be to achieve a description of minimal
PAC extensions of a given substructure, but it is not related to the main subject
of this paper and therefore it will not be undertaken in the below text.
Lemma 3.5. Let (Aα)α6λ be an ascending sequence of small L-substructures of D
such that for each α < λ it follows that Aα ⊆ Aα+1 is regular. For each β < λ, it
follows that Aβ ⊆ Aλ is regular.
Proof. We need to show that
dclDL (Aλ) ∩ acl
D
L (Aβ) = dcl
D
L (Aβ),
which can be done by a transfinite induction which uses Remark 3.2.(7). 
Proposition 3.6. Let P be a small L-substructure of D. There exists a small
L-substructure P ∗ of D such that P ⊆ P ∗ is regular and P ∗ is PAC.
Proof. We will construct a tower (Pn)n<ω of small L-substructures of D. We set
P0 := P . Assume that we already have constructed Pn and let ϕα(pα, x), α < λ,
be an enumeration of all quantifier free L-formulas over Pn.
We recursively define an auxiliary tower of small L-substructures ofD, (Pn,α)α<λ.
Of course, Pn,0 := Pn and if β < λ is a limit ordinal, then
Pn,β :=
⋃
α<β
Pn,α.
Now, assume that we have Pn,α. If there is a small L-substructure P ′ of D such
that Pn,α ⊆ P ′ is regular and P ′ |= ∃ x ϕα(pα, x), then take Pn,α+1 = P ′ for some
arbitrary choice of such P ′. If there is no small L-substructure P ′ of D such that
Pn,α ⊆ P ′ is regular and P ′ |= ∃ x ϕα(pα, x), then set Pn,α+1 = Pn,α. Define Pn+1
as ⋃
α<λ
Pn,α.
Now, we define P ∗,
P ∗ :=
⋃
n<ω
Pn.
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It is a small L-substructure of D which extends P . We need to check whether P ∗ is
PAC. Let N be a small L-substructure of D such that P ∗ ⊆ N is regular. Assume
that N |= ∃ x ϕ(p, x) for some p ⊆ P ∗ and quantifier free L-formula ϕ(y, x). There
exist n < ω and some ordinal α such that p ⊆ Pn,α and ϕ(p, x) is equal to ϕα(pα, x).
By Lemma 3.5, Pn,α ⊆ P
∗ is regular, hence also Pn,α ⊆ N is regular. Therefore
Pn,α+1 |= ∃ x ϕ(p, x) and so P ∗ |= ∃ x ϕ(p, x).
The extension P ⊆ P ∗ is regular by Lemma 3.5. 
Before we compare our definition of a PAC substructure to the existing ones, we
remind below those definitions of a PAC substructure:
• the one given by Hrushovski will be distinguished by “Hru”-subscript:
PACHru,
• the one given by Pillay and Polkowska will be distinguished by “PP”-
subscript: PACPP.
Definition 3.7 (Definition 1.2 in [13]). Let T ′ be strongly minimal and has quan-
tifier elimination and elimination of imaginaries. Let M |= T ′ satisfy the definable
multiplicity property (consult “Framework” at page 8. in [13]). A subset P of M
is a PACHru subset of M , if every multiplicity 1 formula with parameters from P
has a solution in P .
Definition 3.8 (Definition 3.1 in [32]). Let T ′ be stable, κ > |T ′|+ a cardinal,
M |= T ′, and let P be an L-substructure of M . We say that P is a κ-PACPP
substructure of M if whenever A ⊆ P has cardinality smaller than κ and p(x) is
complete stationary type over A (in the sense of M), then p has a realization in P .
Proposition 3.9. Assume that T ′ is stable, allows quantifier elimination and elim-
ination of imaginaries. Let κ > |T ′|+ and let N be an L-substructure of D.
(1) If the substructure N is κ-saturated (in the sense of quantifier free part of
the L-theory Th(N)) and PAC, then N is a κ-PACPP substructure.
(2) If N is a κ-PACPP substructure, then it is a PAC substructure.
Proof. For the proof of the first point, assume that N is κ-saturated and PAC and
let p be a stationary type over A ⊆ N , where |A| < κ. We extend p to a non-forking
extension over N , say p′, which is also stationary. By Lemma 3.36, for eachm |= p′,
the extension N ⊆ dclDL (Nm) is regular, so N 61 dcl
D
L (Nm) (PAC). Let us choose
m |= p′. Because N 61 dcl
D
L (Nm) and the set of formulas
{ψ(x) | ψ(x) ∈ qftpDL (m/A)}
is consistent in N , the saturation of N implies existence of n ∈ N such that
n |= qftpDL (m/A),
which implies n |= p.
It remains to show that being a κ-PACPP substructure implies being a PAC
substructure. Assume that N ⊆ N ′ is regular, m ∈ N ′, n is a finite tuple from N
and for some quantifier free L-formula it follows ϕD(n,m). Regularity of N ⊆ N ′
implies
dclDL (Nm) ∩ acl
D
L (N) = dcl
D
L (N),
hence by Lemma 3.36, we obtain that tpDL (m/N) is stationary.
We introduce the type p := tpDL (m/ acl
D
L (N)), which is stationary. Cleary, the
type p|N is stationary and m |⌣
D
N
aclDL (N), so, by Remark 2.26.iii) in [30], Cb(p) ⊆
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dclDL (N). There exists n ⊆ N0 ⊆ N such that |N0| 6 |T | and m |⌣N0
N , hence
m |⌣
D
aclD
L
(N0)
aclDL (N) and p|aclD
L
(N0) is stationary and therefore Cb(p) ⊆ acl
D
L (N0).
Note that Cb(p) ⊆ dclDL
(
dclDL (N) ∩ acl
D
L (N0)
)
, so - again by Remark 2.26.iii) in
[30] - p|dclD
L
(N)∩aclD
L
(N0) is stationary. Because | dcl
D
L (N) ∩ acl
D
L (N0)| 6 |T |, type
p|dclD
L
(N)∩aclD
L
(N0) has a realization in N , saymN ∈ N . It follows ϕ
D(n,mN ). Since
ϕ is quantifier free, it is also N |= ∃x ϕ(n, x). 
We see from Proposition 3.9 that the definition of a PAC substructure from [32]
is stronger (or at least not weaker) than our definition of a PAC substructure,
but is implied by our definition of a PAC substructure if the substructure is satu-
rated enough. Something similar happens in the case of strongly minimal theories.
Mainly, by [32, Remark 3.7] definition of a PAC substructure from [32] implies
Hrushovski’s definition of a PAC substructure for strongly minimal theories ([13]),
and Hrushovski’s definition of a PAC substructure, if the substructure is saturated,
implies definition of a PAC substructure from [32]. We visualize the situation:
• in the set-up of a strongly minimal theory
PACHru + κ− saturated ⊆ κ− PACPP ⊆ PACHru,
• in the set-up of a stable theory
PACreg + κ− saturated ⊆ κ− PACPP ⊆ PACreg,
where by PACHru we denote Hrushovski’s definition of a PAC substructure, and by
PACreg our definition of a PAC substructure (only in this case, we use subscript for
our definition of a PAC substructure). There is a very natural question: whether our
definition of a PAC substructure and Hrushovski’s definition of a PAC substructure
describe the same objects in the strongly minimal set-up? The next result provides
the answer.
Proposition 3.10. Assume that T ′ is strongly minimal, allows quantifier elim-
ination and eliminates imaginaries (and satisfies assumptions from Hrushovski’s
manuscript, [13], needed for his definition of a PAC substructure, which we do
not use in the proof, see Definition 3.7). Let N be an L-substructure of D. The
following are equivalent.
(1) The substructure N is a PAC substructure.
(2) The substructure N is a PACHru substructure.
Proof. Assume that N is a PAC substructure, n is a finite tuple from N and the
L-formula ϕ(n, x) is of multiplicity 1. Chose m ∈ D such that ϕD(n,m) and let
p := tpDL (m/N). We see that p is stationary, hence by Lemma 3.36, N ⊆ dcl
D
L (Nm)
is a regular extension. Our assumption implies that N is existentially closed in
dclDL (Nm). Quantifier elimination implies that there exists a realization of ϕ(n, x)
in N .
We proceed now to the proof of the second implication. Assume that N is a
PACHru substructure, N
′ is regular over N , n is a finite tuple from N , m ∈ N ′ and
for a quantifier free L-formula ϕ(y, x) we have ϕD(n,m).
Because of regularity and Lemma 3.36, we obtain that p := tpDL (m/N) is sta-
tionary, hence mlt(p) = 1. Therefore for some ψ(n′, x) ∈ p we have mlt(ψ) = 1.
Since mlt(ψ ∧ ϕ) = 1, there exists m′ ∈ N such that
ψD(n′,m′) ∧ ϕD(n,m′).
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Because ϕ is quantifier free, we obtain
N |= ∃x ϕ(n, x).

We tried to generalize Lemma 1.17 from [13] to our, i.e. stable, context. Such
a generalization would help in the description of structures with a G-action (see
Remark 3.48). The hope was hidden in using our definition of a PAC substructure.
Unfortunately we met some problems at the end of our proof of the following
conjecture, where the absolute Galois group of a L-substructure of D is the group
AutL(acl
D
L (N)/N).
Conjecture 3.11. Assume that T ′ is stable, eliminates quantifiers and imaginaries.
The absolute Galois group of a definably closed PAC substructure ofD is projective.
However, we proved a weaker version of the above conjecture, mainly:
Proposition 3.12. Assume that T ′ is stable, eliminates quantifiers and imaginar-
ies. The absolute Galois group of a definably closed bounded PAC substructure of
D is projective.
Proof of the above proposition and possible generalizations of the proposition
will be provided in a subsequent paper.
3.2. Preliminaries from general Galois theory. There is a really nice intro-
duction to the general Galois theory (check [28]), but it does not cover the infinite
extensions case (an extension is finite, if it is generated by a finite tuple, Definition
2. in [28]). Another source of needed facts from the general Galois theory, is [7],
which covers also infinite extensions. However, the authors of [7] do not require
in the definition of Galois extension A ⊆ B that A is definably closed, and that is
more natural for us (it corresponds to perfect fields in the fields case). Therefore,
we provide, using our favourite approach, the necessary facts in this subsection.
From this point we assume that T ′ allows to eliminate quantifiers.
Lemma 3.13. IfM,M ′ are small L-substructures of D and there is an L-isomorphism
f :M →M ′, then there exists fˆ ∈ AutL(D) such that fˆ |M = f .
Proof. Very easy and standard, let ϕ(x) be an L-formula and ϕ0(x) a quantifier-free
L-formula which is equivalent modulo T ′ to ϕ(x). For any tuple m ⊆M we have
D |= ϕ(m) ⇐⇒ D |= ϕ0(m) ⇐⇒ M |= ϕ0(m) ⇐⇒
M ′ |= ϕ0(f(m)) ⇐⇒ D |= ϕ0(f(m)) ⇐⇒ D |= ϕ(f(m)).
Because D is κD-strongly homogeneous, there exists a proper fˆ . 
Definition 3.14. (1) Assume that A ⊆ C are small L-substructures of D. We
say that C is normal over A (or we say that A ⊆ C is a normal extension)
if AutL(D/A) · C ⊆ C.
(2) Assume that A ⊆ C ⊆ aclDL (A) are small L-substructures of D such that
A = dclDL (A), C = dcl
D
L (C) and C is normal over A. In this situation we
say that A ⊆ C is a Galois extension.
Fact 3.15. If A ⊂ C is normal and f ∈ AutL(D/A), then f(C) = C.
Proof. By the definition of a normal extension, it follows f(C) ⊆ C and f−1(C) ⊆
C, which implies f(C) ⊆ C and C ⊆ f(C). 
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Fact 3.16 (Corollary 7. in [28]). Let A, B and C be small L-substructures of D
such that A ⊆ B ⊆ C ⊆ aclDL (A), C and B are normal over A. Then
1 // AutL(C/B)
⊆ // AutL(C/A)
|B // AutL(B/A) // 1
is an exact sequence and hence AutL(C/B) P AutL(C/A).
Proof. It is an easy generalization of [28, Corollary 7.], which uses quantifier elim-
ination and Fact 3.15. 
Remark 3.17 (Krull topology). For a small L-substructure C of D we consider
Krull topology on CC (functions from C to C). The base of open sets for this
topology is given by the family of sets of the following form
U(a¯, b¯) := {f ∈ CC | f(a¯) = b¯},
where a¯ and b¯ are finite tuples from C of the same length.
Our goal is to define a topology on AutL(C/A) for a Galois extension (or more
generally for a normal extension) A ⊆ C such that AutL(C/A) will be a topological
group. Of course, we will consider topology induced from the Krull topology on
CC , but to do this we need to state that AutL(C/A) is a closed subset (Fact 3.18).
Checking that the group operation and taking inverse is continuous in the induced
topology is straightforward and omitted.
Fact 3.18. If A ⊆ C is a normal extension, then AutL(C/A) is closed subset of
CC (in the Krull topology).
Proof. It is a standard proof which we borrow from a book about field theory
written by Jerzy Browkin ([5], p. 134). Assume that f ∈ CC belongs to the closure
of AutL(C/A). Take any function F : C
n → Cm and any r-ary relation R which
belong to the L-structure of C (i.e. they correspond to function/relation symbols
of the language L). Then take any a ∈ A, c, c′ ∈ C, c¯1, c¯2 ⊆ C such that |c¯1| = n
and |c¯2| = r, and consider U(a¯, b¯) for
a¯ = (a, c, c′, c¯1, F (c¯1), c¯2), b¯ =
(
f(a), f(c), f(c′), f(c¯1), f(F (c¯1)), f(c¯2)
)
.
Because f belongs to the closure of AutL(C/A) and U(a¯, b¯) is an open neighbour-
hood of f , there is an automorphism h ∈ U(a¯, b¯) ∩ AutL(C/A). Therefore
f(a) = h(a) = a,
f(F (c¯1)) = h(F (c¯1)) = F (h(c¯1)) = F (f(c¯1)),
R(c¯2) ⇐⇒ R(h(c¯2)) ⇐⇒ R(f(c¯2)),
f(c) = f(c′) ⇒ h(c) = h(c′) ⇒ c = c′.
That means that f : C → C is an L-monomorphism of C over A. After use of
Lemma 3.13 for M = C and M ′ = f(C), we can can treat f as an automorphism
of D over A, which by Fact 3.15 turns out to be also an automorphisms of C over
A. 
Fact 3.19. Let A ⊆ C and A ⊆ B be Galois extensions and let B ⊆ C. Then all
mappings in the sequence
1 // AutL(C/B)
⊆ // AutL(C/A)
|B // AutL(B/A) // 1
are continuous.
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Proof. Straightforward, if we use the above definition of the Krull topology. 
Fact 3.20. Assume that A ⊆ C is a Galois extension and A ⊆ B = dclDL (B) ⊆ C.
The extension A ⊆ B is Galois if and only if
AutL(C/B) P AutL(C/A).
Proof. The proof of [28, Lemma 9.] still works for the infinite extensions case. 
From now we assume that T ′ additionally admits elimination of imaginaries.
Fact 3.21 (The Galois correspondence). Let A ⊆ C be a Galois extension, intro-
duce
B := {B | A ⊆ B = dclDL (B) ⊆ C},
H := {H | H 6 AutL(C/A) is closed}.
Then α(B) := AutL(C/B) is a mapping between B and H, β(H) := C
H is a
mapping between H and B and it follows
α ◦ β = id, β ◦ α = id .
Proof. We omit the proof. Again it is a standard one, which uses at some point
[28, Theorem 12.]. 
Remark 3.22. Assume that A ⊆ C is a Galois extension, A ⊆ B1, B2 ⊆ C,
B1 = dcl
D
L (B1), B2 = dcl
D
L (B2) and H1, H2 6 AutL(C/A) are closed subgroups. It
follows
(1) AutL(C/ dcl
D
L (B1 ∪B2)) = AutL(C/B1) ∩ AutL(C/B2),
(2) CH1∩H2 = dclDL (C
H1 ∪CH2 ).
Fact 3.23. If A ⊆ C is a Galois extension, then AutL(C/A) is a profinite group.
Proof. We need to show that AutL(C/A) is a Hausdorff, compact and totally dis-
connected space. We will skip this standard proof. The reader may adjust the
proof of Proposition 7.8 from J.S. Milne “Fields and Galois theory” ([29]), but with
changes which are necessary in our general context, and using the aforementioned
definition of the Krull topology.

We end this subsection with a very useful lemma, which states that for any G-
action on an L-structure N (contained in D) the extension NG ⊆ N is always a
Galois extension.
Lemma 3.24. Assume that N is a small definably closed L-substructure of D
equipped with a G-action (τg)g∈G.
(1) If N ⊆ aclDL (N
G), then for each b ∈ N we have
AutL(D/N
G) · b = G · b,
hence NG ⊆ N is a Galois extension.
(2) If G is finite, then N ⊆ aclDL (N
G), hence also the first point follows.
Proof. We omit the proof of dclDL (N
G) = NG. Both items will be proved simulta-
neously.
Let b1 ∈ N and consider
F := {τg(b1) | g ∈ G} ⊆ N.
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Because of Lemma 3.13, the set F can be regarded as a subset of
AutL(D/N
G) · b1.
If we assume that N ⊆ aclDL (N
G) (the first item) or |G| <∞ (the second item), it
follows that F is finite. Say F = {b1, . . . , bm}, where m ∈ N. We will show that
AutL(D/N
G) · b1 = F.
By elimination of imaginaries there exists a code bF ∈ D for the set F . Set F is
{b1, . . . , bm}-definable, so bF ∈ dcl
D
L (b1, . . . , bm) ⊆ dcl
D
L (N) = N . We extend, by
Lemma 3.13, each τg to τ˜g ∈ AutL(D/NG). Now we observe that
(∀g ∈ G)(τ˜g(F ) = F ) ⇐⇒ (∀g ∈ G)(τ˜g(bF ) = bF )
⇐⇒ (∀g ∈ G)(τg(bF ) = bF )
⇐⇒ bF ⊆ N
G
⇒ (∀f ∈ AutL(D/N
G))(f(bF ) = bF )
⇐⇒ (∀f ∈ AutL(D/N
G))(f(F ) = F ).
The last item implies that
AutL(D/N
G) · b1 ⊆ F.

3.3. Galois groups versus group G. The idyllic situation will be the following
one: an L-theory T has a model companion Tmc which has quantifier elimination
and elimination of imaginaries (and is stable), and the model companion TmcG of
the theory TG exists,
T
adding
group action
/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o
passing to
model companion O
O
O
TG
passing to
model companionO
O
O
Tmc TmcG
Existence of Tmc and TmcG is a strong assumption and therefore we want to avoid
it (at least until Section 4). Note that in the idyllic situation T∀ ⊆ Tmc.
Recall that we are working in a big L-structure D such that T ′ = ThL(D) allows
quantifier elimination and elimination of imaginary elements (in the idyllic situation
T ′ is a completion of Tmc). Now, let M be a small L-substructure of D equipped
with a G-action (σg)g∈G. Our goal is to study existentially closed models of some
LG-theory, which will correspond in the idyllic situation to TG. Assume that T is
an L-theory such that T∀ ⊆ T ′. We have the following sequence of implications
(M, (σg)g∈G) is existentially closed among models of TG
since (T∀)G⊇(TG)∀

(M, (σg)g∈G) is existentially closed among models of (T∀)G
since T∀⊆T
′

(M, (σg)g∈G) is an existentially closed model of (T
′
∀)G
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We easily see that the last line is the most general assumption if we aim to study L-
substructures of D equipped with a G-action, which are existentially closed among
models of TG for some L-theory T (such that T∀ ⊆ T ′). Therefore we can even
avoid introducing T and focus only on existentially closed models of (T ′∀)G (i.e on
existentially closed L-substructures of D with a G-action), which is an inductive
theory.
Let us summarize the assumptions:
• D is a properly saturated L-structure,
• T ′ = ThL(D) allows quantifier elimination and elimination of imaginary
elements,
• M is a small L-substructure of D equipped with a G-action (σg)g∈G,
• (M, (σg)g∈G) is existentially closed model of (T ′∀)G.
Remark 3.25. It follows dclDL (M) =M .
Proof. For each m ∈ dclDL (M) we chose a quantifier free L-formula ϕm(y, x) and a
finite tuple cm ⊆M such that
ϕm(cm,D) = {m}.
Now, we will extend G-action (σg)g∈G from M to M˜ := dcl
D
L (M). For each g ∈ G
chose, by Lemma 3.13, σ˜g ∈ AutL(D) such that σ˜g|M = σg. We observe that
• σ˜1|M˜ = idM˜ ,
• σ˜g(M˜) ⊆ M˜ for each g ∈ G,
• σ˜hσ˜g(m) = σ˜hg(m) for each h, g ∈ G and each m ∈ M˜ ,
• m = σ˜g(σ˜g−1 (m)) ∈ im σ˜g, for each m ∈ M˜ and each g ∈ G (hence σ˜|M˜ is
surjection on M˜),
therefore (σ˜g |M˜ )g∈G 6 AutL(M˜) defines a G-action on M˜ which extends the G-
action (σg)g∈G on M .
Because M˜ ⊆ D, it follows (M˜, (σ˜g|M˜ )g∈G) |= (T
′
∀)G. Since we have ϕ
D
m(cm,m)
and ϕm(y, x) is quantifier free, we obtain that ϕ
M˜
m (cm,m), so M˜ |= ∃x ϕm(cm, x).
Hence M |= ∃x ϕm(cm, x), say ϕ
M
m (cm,mM ) for some mM ∈ M . Again, since
ϕ(y, x) is quantifier free, it is ϕDm(cm,mM ), som = mM ∈M . Therefore dcl
D
L (M) ⊆
M . 
Corollary 3.26. If A ⊆M , then dclDL (A) ⊆M .
Assume that N is a small L-substructure of D equipped with a G-action (τg)g∈G.
From Remark 3.25 and Corollary 3.26 we see that the assumption
dclDL (N) = N
is harmless if we aim to study LG-structures which are existentially closed among
models of TG (or if we aim to study models of T
mc
G ). Therefore we make it, i.e.
from now on we assume that dclDL (N) = N .
Remark 3.27. It follows dclDL (N
G) = NG.
Proof. Assume that n ∈ dclDL (N
G) ⊆ N and for some L-formula ϕ(y, x) and some
finite tuple c ⊆ NG it is
ϕ(c,D) = {n}.
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Let g ∈ G and extend τg to τ˜g ∈ AutL(D) (by Lemma 3.13). Then
ϕD(c, n) ⇒ ϕD(τ˜g(c), τ˜g(n)) ⇒ ϕ
D(c, τg(n)),
which implies τg(n) = n. 
Remark 3.28. We have dclDL (N ∩ acl
D
L (N
G)) = N ∩ aclDL (N
G).
Proof. The intersection of definably closed sets is a definably closed set. 
We will see in Remark 4.8 that a G-action on models of TmcG (which will be
studied in Section 4) is mostly determined by that what happens on the relative
algebraic closure (i.e. the algebraic closure in D intersected with the universe of a
model of TmcG ) of empty set or the set of invariants. Therefore, we are especially
interested in the description of a G-action on sets of the form F := N ∩ aclDL (N
G).
We note here that (τg|F )g∈G is a G-action on F . Of course τg(F ) ⊆ F for every
g ∈ G. Moreover, (τg|F : F → F )g∈G is a collection of L-monomorphisms. We use
τg|F ◦ τg−1 |F = τgg−1 |F = idF to see that each τg|F is onto.
Lemma 3.29. The extension NG ⊆ F is a Galois extension.
Proof. We need to check the assumptions of Lemma 3.24 for theG-action (τg|F )g∈G.
Note that, by Remark 3.28, it follows dclDL (F ) = F . Because N
G ⊆ F ⊆ N , we see
that FG = NG, therefore F ⊆ aclDL (N
G) = aclDL (F
G). By the first point of Lemma
3.24 it follows that FG ⊆ F is a Galois extension, but FG = NG. 
Corollary 3.30. We have the following:
(1) AutL(acl
D
L (N
G)/F ) P AutL(acl
D
L (N
G)/NG) (by Lemma 3.29 and Fact
3.20),
(2) AutL(acl
D
L (N
G)/NG) and AutL(acl
D
L (N
G)/F ) are profinite groups (by Fact
3.23 and Remark 3.28,
(3) AutL(F/N
G) is a profinite group (by Fact 3.23 and Lemma 3.29).
The following proposition binds together a trace of the group G with some Galois
group. There are similar results in this paper which use the notion of a Frattini
cover, e.g. Definition 3.46, Corollary 3.47 and Remark 3.48.
Proposition 3.31. The group AutL(F/N
G) is generated as a profinite group by
(τg|F )g∈G.
Proof. It is enough to show that cl(H) = AutL(F/N
G), where H := (τg|F )g∈G
and cl denotes the closure in the topological sense. By the Galois correspondence
(Fact 3.21), we obtain that NG ⊆ F cl(H). Because H ⊆ cl(H), it follows NG =
FG = FH ⊇ F cl(H). Using F cl(H) = NG = FAutL(F/N
G) and again the Galois
correspondence, we see that cl(H) = AutL(F/N
G). 
We end this subsection with a general and technical lemma, which will be more
useful after assuming stability (see Proposition 3.45 and the proof of Proposition
3.50).
Lemma 3.32. Let G := AutL(acl
D
L (N
G)/NG) and N := AutL(acl
D
L (N
G)/F ). The
following are equivalent.
(1) There exists an L-substructure N ′ of D equipped with a G-action (τ ′g)g∈G,
which extends the G-action of (F, (τg |F )g∈G), such that NG ( (N ′)G and
N ′ ⊆ aclDL (N
G).
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(2) There exists a closed subgroup G0 < G such that G0 6= G and G0N = G.
Proof. The original proof of [12, Lemma 3.7], which is adapted here, was mostly
made by Piotr Kowalski. We know that NG ⊆ F is a Galois extension and we know
what are the topological generators of the profinite group G/N ∼= AutL(F/NG) (by
Proposition 3.31).
We assume point 1) and prove point 2). Without loss of generality, we assume
that N ′ = dclDL (N
′) (if not, then we can extend, in a unique way, the G-action
(τ ′g)g∈G on definable closure of N
′). Let us define
G0 := AutL(acl
D
L (N
G)/(N ′)G)
and observe that (N ′)G ⊆ dclDL ((N
′G) ∪ F ) is Galois (by Lemma 3.29). We have
the following commuting diagram
G = AutL(acl
D
L (N
G)/NG)
π // AutL(F/NG)
G0 = AutL(acl
D
L (N
G)/(N ′)G)
π′ //
⊆
OO
AutL(dcl
D
L ((N
′)G ∪ F )/(N ′)G),
α
OO
where π, π′ and α are restrictions. It is easy, but not necessary, to notice that
kerα = {id}. Moreover α is continuous, its domain and codomain are Hausdorff and
compact spaces. Because image of a compact space is compact and a compact subset
of Hausdorff space is closed, we obtain that imα is a closed subset of AutL(F/N
G).
Note that, for each g ∈ G,
α
(
τ ′g|dclD
L
(
(N ′)G∪F
)) = τg|F ,
hence
(τg|F )g∈G ⊆ imα ⊆ AutL(F/N
G)
and, because (τg|F )g∈G is a dense subset, the map α is onto. Since α◦π′ is surjective,
also the following composition of maps
G0 ⊆ G
π
−→ AutL(F/N
G) ∼= G/N
is surjective. Hence π(G0) = (G0N )/N = G/N and G0N = G. Because NG ⊆
aclDL (N
G) is Galois, NG ⊆ (N ′)G ⊆ aclDL (N
G) and dclDL ((N
′)G) = (N ′)G (by
Remark 3.27 for N ′), we obtain that G0 is closed. The condition NG ( (N ′)G
implies G0 6= G.
Now, we assume point 2) and prove point 1). Let N ′ := aclDL (N
G)G0∩N and
N ′0 := acl
D
L (N
G)G0 . Since G0 6= G, it follows that NG ( N ′0. Note that, by Remark
3.22, we have
N ′ = aclDL (N
G)G0∩N
= dclDL
(
aclDL (N
G)G0 ∪ aclDL (N
G)N
)
= dclDL (N
′
0 ∪ F ).
By the above we note that
AutL(D/N
′
0) ·N
′ ⊆ N ′,
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so N ′0 ⊆ N
′ is Galois. Consider the following commuting diagram
G0 ∩N = AutL(acl
D
L (N
G)/N ′)
⊆ //
⊆

G0 = AutL(acl
D
L (N
G)/N ′0)
π′ //
⊆

AutL(N
′/N ′0)
α

N = AutL(acl
D
L (N
G)/F )
⊆ // G = AutL(acl
D
L (N
G)/NG)
π // AutL(F/NG),
where π, π′ and α are restrictions. Because N ′ = dclDL (N
′
0 ∪ F ), we see that
kerα = {id}. Moreover, note that
AutL(F/N
G) = π(G) = π(G0N ) = π(G0) = απ
′(G0),
so α is an isomorphism. Finally, we can define a G-action on N ′, which extends
(τg|F )g∈G. Set τ ′g := α
−1(τg|F ), where g ∈ G. Because G0 ∩N ⊆ N , by the Galois
correspondence (Fact 3.21), we obtain
aclDL (N
G) ⊇ N ′ = aclDL (N
G)G0∩N ⊇ aclDL (N
G)N = F.
Since N ′0 ⊆ N
′ is Galois and (τ ′g)g∈G 6 AutL(N
′/N ′0), the Galois correspondence
implies that N ′0 ⊆ (N
′)G. Because G0 6= G, it follows N ′0 ) N
G, in particular, we
get NG ( (N ′)G. 
3.4. Regularity in stable case. Let us remind that we are working in a big L-
structure D such that T ′ = ThL(D) has quantifier elimination and elimination of
imaginaries. Now, we add one more, but a stronger assumption: T ′ is stable.
We begin with a sequence of facts leading to Corollary 3.39, which will be the
main tool in many proofs in the rest of this paper.
Fact 3.33. Let E,A ⊆ D and let A be L-regular over E. Then there exists a unique
extension of tpDL (a/E) to a type over A for each a ∈ acl
D
L (E).
Proof. It is standard and we only sketch the main steps. Let X be the set of
realizations of tpDL (a/A). The set X is finite and it is contained in acl
D
L (E), hence
almost E-definable. Therefore, the code of X , say d, belongs to aclDL (E). From
the definition of being a code and definability of X over A, we note that also
d ∈ dclDL (A) and so (by the regularity) d ∈ dcl
D
L (E). The last thing implies that X
is invariant under action of AutL(D/E), so AutL(D/A) · a = X = AutL(D/E) · a.
Therefore, for any a′ ∈ D, we have a′ ≡E a if and only if a′ ≡A a. 
Fact 3.34. Let E,A ⊆ D, A be L-regular over E, f1, f2 ∈ AutL(D) and let
f1|E = f2|E. Then there exists h ∈ AutL(D) such that h|A = f1|A and h|aclD
L
(E) =
f2|aclD
L
(E).
Proof. We know that f1(A) is regular over f1(E) (Remark 3.2.(4)). Our aim is
to show that for any L-formula ϕ, any tuple a ∈ A and any tuple b ∈ aclDL (E) it
follows
ϕD(a, b) ⇐⇒ ϕD(f1(a), f2(b)).
Then we can naturally extend a partial elementary map given by f1 and f2.
Because f1|E = f2|E , we have
tpDL (f2(b)/f1(E)) ⊆ tp
D
L (f2(b)/f1(Ea)), tp
D
L (f1(b)/f1(Ea)).
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But, by the previous fact, there is only one extension of tpDL (f2(b)/f1(E)) to a type
over f1(A), hence also only one extension to a type over f1(Ea) and so
tpDL (f2(b)/f1(Ea)) = tp
D
L (f1(b)/f1(Ea)).

Corollary 3.35. Assume that E ⊆ A is L-regular and let A0 ⊆ A. The type
tpDL (A0/E) has exactly one extension to a type over acl
D
L (E). Therefore tp
D
L (A0/E)
is stationary.
Proof. Let f ∈ AutL(D/E). We can extend, by Fact 3.34, f : A0 → f(A0) and
id : aclDL (E) → acl
D
L (E), to h ∈ AutL(D/ acl
D
L (E)) such that h(a) = f(a) for each
a ∈ A0. Therefore A0 ≡E A′0 implies A0 ≡aclD
L
(E) A
′
0. 
Lemma 3.36. For a small set E ⊆ D and a complete type p over E it follows:
p is stationary ⇐⇒ (∀A0 |= p)(E ⊆ EA0 is L-regular)
⇐⇒ (∃A0 |= p)(E ⊆ EA0 is L-regular).
Proof. First of all, note that, because the L-regularity does not change under an
action by automorphisms, the second equivalence is obvious. Hence, we need only
to prove the first equivalence.
From left to right, by the contraposition. This part of the proof arose by help of
Thomas Scanlon and was improved by help of Piotr Kowalski. Let A0 |= p be such
that there exists an element
b ∈ dclDL (EA0) ∩ acl
D
L (E) \ dcl
D
L (E).
Because b 6∈ dclDL (E), it follows that there exists f ∈ AutL(D/E) such that f(b) 6= b.
Since b ∈ aclDL (E) we have
(aj)j∈J
D
|⌣
E
b,
(
f(aj)
)
j∈J
D
|⌣
E
b,
where (aj)j∈J is some enumeration of A0.
Assume that (aj)j∈J ≡Eb
(
f(aj)
)
j∈J
and let h ∈ AutL(D/Eb) witnesses it, i.e.
h
(
(aj)j∈J
)
=
(
f(aj)
)
j∈J
. Note that hf |EA0 = idEA0 and so, by b ∈ dcl
D
L (EA0), it
follows hf(b) = b. Hence f(b) = h−1(b) = b and we get a contradiction. Therefore
(aj)j∈J 6≡Eb
(
f(aj)
)
j∈J
.
We obtain at least two different non forking extensions of p to Eb, which is not
possible.
Implication from right to left. Assume that E ⊆ EA0 is L-regular for some
A0 |= p, i.e. p = tpDL (A0/E). It is enough to use Corollary 3.35. 
Corollary 3.37. For every small L-substructure N of D and every n < ω, there
exists a non-algebraic stationary type over N in n many variables.
Proof. Consider a small N ′  N such that |N ′ \N | > n. Without loss of generality,
we may assume that N ′ ⊆ D. By Lemma 3.3, N ⊆ N ′ is regular. Take a tuple
a ⊆ N ′ \ N of length n. By Remark 3.2.(6), also N ⊆ Na is regular, hence, by
Lemma 3.36, tpDL (a/N) is stationary. 
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Fact 3.38. Assume that E,A,B ⊆ D, E = aclDL (E), f1, f2 ∈ AutL(D) and f1|E =
f2|E . If A |⌣
D
E
B and f1(A) |⌣
D
f1(E)
f2(B), then there exists h ∈ AutL(D) such that
h|A = f1|A and h|B = f2|B.
Proof. It just rephrases the idea from the proof of [25, Theorem 3.3] to a little
generalization of the PAPA ([25, Definition 3.1], [9, Definiton 3.3]).
Forking independence of A and B over E implies forking independence of f1(A)
and f1(B) over f1(E). As in the proof of Fact 3.34, we want to show that for any
L-formula ϕ, any tuple a ∈ A and any tuple b ∈ B it follows
ϕD(a, b) ⇐⇒ ϕD(f1(a), f2(b)).
Again, because f1|E = f2|E ,
tpDL (f2(b)/f1(E)) ⊆ tp
D
L (f2(b)/f1(Ea)), tp
D
L (f1(b)/f1(Ea)).
We obtained two non-forking extensions of a stationary type. 
Corollary 3.39. Assume that E,A,B ⊆ D, A is L-regular over E, f1, f2 ∈
AutL(D), f1|E = f2|E. If A |⌣
D
E
B and f1(A) |⌣
D
f1(E)
f2(B), then there exists
h ∈ AutL(D) such that h|A = f1|A and h|B = f2|B.
Proof. By Fact 3.34, there exists f ′1 ∈ AutL(D) such that f
′
1|A = f1|A and f
′
1|aclD
L
(E) =
f2|aclD
L
(E).
From the assumptions we obtain the following
A aclDL (E)
D
|⌣
aclD
L
(E)
B aclDL (E), f1(A) acl
D
L (f2(E))
D
|⌣
aclD
L
(f2(E))
f2(B) acl
D
L (f2(E)).
Finally we use Fact 3.38 for f ′1 and f2. 
Now, after Corollary 3.39, we can provide three more facts about regularity:
Lemma 3.40, Corollary 3.41 and Remark 3.43. These facts are generalization of
similar properties of the “classical regularity” (i.e. regularity from the algebra of
fields).
Lemma 3.40. Assume that E ⊆ A is L-regular, E ⊆ B and B |⌣
D
E
A, then B ⊆
BA is L-regular.
Proof. Let a ∈ dclDL (BA) ∩ acl
D
L (B) and let f ∈ AutL(D/B). Because of
aclDL (B)
D
|⌣
E
A
and by Corollary 3.39, we extend f : aclDL (B) → acl
D
L (B) and id : A → A, to
h ∈ AutL(D/BA). We see that f(a) = h(a), which is equal to a (a is definable over
BA). Because f was arbitrary, a ∈ dclDL (B). 
Corollary 3.41. Assume that E ⊆ A and E ⊆ B are L-regular, and B |⌣
D
E
A,
then E ⊆ BA is L-regular.
Proof. By Lemma 3.40 and Remark 3.2. 
Corollary 3.42. If P ′ is a small PAC L-substructure of D and P 61 P ′, then P
is PAC.
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Proof. Assume that P ⊆ N is regular and N |= ∃ x ϕ(p, x) for some p ⊆ P and
quantifier free L-formula. Let N ′ ≡P N be such that P ′ |⌣
D
P
N ′. By Lemma 3.40,
P ′ ⊆ dclDL (P
′, N ′) is regular, but dclDL (P
′, N ′) |= ∃ x ϕ(p, x) and P ′ is PAC, thus
P ′ |= ∃ x ϕ(p, x). 
Remark 3.43. Assume that E ⊆ A and E ⊆ B are normal extensions.
(1) Obviously, the extension E ⊆ dclDL (AB) is normal.
(2) It E ⊆ A and E ⊆ B are Galois, then E ⊆ dclDL (AB) is also Galois.
(3) The map
Φ : AutL(dcl
D
L (AB)/E)→ AutL(A/E)×AutL(B/E),
given by f 7→ (f |A, f |B), is a continuous embedding.
(4) If A |⌣
D
E
B and E ⊆ A is L-regular, then Φ is onto, hence an isomorphism
(by Corollary 3.39).
3.5. Structures with G-action, boundedness and PAC. Now we come back
to the G-action case and start with introducing the following general convention.
Definition 3.44. Let (M, σ¯) be an LG-structure and letM ⊆ N be an extension of
L-structures. For f ∈ Aut(N) by (Mf , σ¯f ) we denote the LG-structure (f(M), (f ◦
σg ◦ f−1)g∈G).
We keep assumptions from the beginning of Subsection 3.4 and fix the following:
• an L-substructureM of D, which is equipped with a G-action (σg)g∈G such
that (M, (σg)g∈G) is an existentially closed model of (T
′
∀)G,
• F :=M ∩ aclDL (M
G),
and consider profinite groups
• G := AutL(acl
D
L (M
G)/MG),
• N := AutL(acl
D
L (M
G)/F ).
Proposition 3.45. The negation of each from equivalent conditions from Lemma
3.32 is satisfied when we replace (N, (τg)g∈G) from the formulation of Lemma 3.32
with (M, (σg)g∈G).
Proof. Assume that there is an L-substructure N ′ ⊆ aclDL (M
G), F ⊆ N ′, equipped
with a G-action (τ ′g)g∈G which extends (σg |F )g∈G. We will show that (N
′)G =MG.
We start with checking that F ⊆ M is L-regular. By Remark 3.25 and Remark
3.28 we obtain the following
dclDL (M) ∩ acl
D
L (M ∩ acl
D
L (M
G)) =M ∩ aclDL (M ∩ acl
D
L (M
G))
⊆M ∩ aclDL (M
G) = dclDL (M ∩ acl
D
L (M
G)),
which implies L-regularity. Now we “move” N ′ by some f ∈ AutL(D/F ) to obtain
M
D
|⌣
F
(N ′)f .
By Corollary 3.39, we extend each pair (σg, fτ
′
gf
−1), where g ∈ G to an L-
automorphism of D and then note that 〈M, (N ′)f 〉L with these extensions of pairs
of automorphisms is a model of (T ′∀)G, let us denote it by (M˜, (σ˜g)g∈G). Note that
(M, (σg)g∈G) 61 (M˜, (σ˜g)g∈G).
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Let n ∈ N ′ ⊆ aclDL (M
G), let ϕ(y, x) be a quantifier free L-formula and let m
be a finite tuple from MG such that ϕ(m,D) is finite and contains n. We have
ϕ(m, M˜) 6= ∅, so ϕ(m,M) 6= ∅. By Lemma 3.29, MG ⊆ F = M ∩ aclDL (M
G) is
Galois, hence - as a normal extension - it contains n. Therefore N ′ ⊆ F ⊆ M , so
(N ′)G =MG. 
Definition 3.46. Let H,H ′ be profinite groups and π : H → H ′ be a continuous
epimorphism. The mapping π is called a Frattini cover if for each closed subgroup
H0 of H , the condition π(H0) = H
′ implies that H0 = H .
Corollary 3.47. The restriction map
π : AutL(acl
D
L (M
G)/MG)→ AutL(M ∩ acl
D
L (M
G)/MG)
is a Frattini cover.
Proof. By Proposition 3.45. 
Remark 3.48. The above corollary can be formulated in a, in some sense, stronger
version in the case of the theory of fields, i.e. Theorem 3.40 in [12] or Theorem 5.
and 6. in [36]. Theorem 3.40 in [12] states that for D |= ACF, if G is a finite group,
then
AutL(acl
D
L (M
G)/MG)→ G
is the universal Frattini cover (i.e. we require additionally that the profinite group
AutL(acl
D
L (M
G)/MG)
is projective, consult Proposition 22.6.1 in [11] or Theorem 3.38 in [12]). By Propo-
sition 3.31, we see that
G = AutL(M ∩ acl
D
L (M
G)/MG),
so Corollary 3.47 states that the map AutL(acl
D
L (M
G)/MG) → G is a Frattini
cover. We will see (Lemma 3.52) that the invariants for a finitely generated group
are a PAC substructure, but the absolute Galois group of a PAC field always is
projective (Theorem 11.6.2 in [11]), hence for fields we can easily add “universal”
before “Frattini cover” from the thesis of [12, Theorem 3.40].
Definition 3.49. We say that a small subset A of D is Galois bounded if the
profinite group
AutL(acl
D
L (A)/ dcl
D
L (A))
is small, i.e.: if for every n ∈ N>0 it has only finitely many closed subgroups of
index n.
Proposition 3.50. If G is finitely generated, then G is finitely generated as a
profinite group.
Proof. The proof follows the proof of [12, Theorem 3.22]. First we recall that
group AutL(F/M
G) ∼= G/N and is generated as a profinite group by (σg |F )g∈G (by
Proposition 3.31), hence
G/N = cl
(
〈σg|F | g ∈ G〉
)
= cl
(
〈σgi |F | i 6 n〉
)
,
where g1, . . . , gn generate G.
Choose finitely many generators hiN , i 6 n, of the topological group G/N . Let
G0 be the topological subgroup of G generated by {h1, . . . , hn}. Because G0N = G,
by Proposition 3.45 it must be G0 = G. 
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Corollary 3.51. If G is finitely generated, then MG is Galois bounded.
Proof. The above proposition and [35, Proposition 2.5.1.a)], which says that a
finitely generated profinite group is Galois bounded, imply the corollary. 
Proposition 3.52. If G is finitely generated then the L-substructure MG is PAC.
Proof. Assume that there is an L-regular extension MG ⊆ N ′ and N ′ |= ∃x ϕ(c, x)
for some quantifier free L-formula ϕ(y, x) and some finite tuple c ⊆ MG. We
“move” N ′ by some f ∈ AutL(D/MG) to N ′′ := f(N ′) such that
N ′′
D
|⌣
MG
M.
Because MG ⊆ N ′′ is L-regular, like in previous proofs, we can extend G-action
from M to 〈M ∪N ′′〉L (on N ′′ by the trivial action) and get a model of (T ′∀)G, say
(M˜, (σ˜g)g∈G). If n ∈ N ′ satisfies ϕ(c, x), then f(n) also satisfies ϕ(c, x) in N ′′ and
in M˜ . We see that f(n) ∈ M˜G and ϕ(y, x) is quantifier free, so
M˜ |= ∃x ϕ(c, x) ∧
∧
g is generator of G
σg(x) = x.
We use that (M, (σg)g∈G) is existentially closed in (M˜, (σ˜g)g∈G) to obtain a solution
of the formula
ϕ(c, x) ∧
∧
g is generator of G
σg(x) = x
in M , and so in MG. 
Remark 3.53. Consider G-actions on fields (i.e. L is the language of rings, models
of T are fields and D |= ACF), where G is finitely generated. Then Remark 3.27,
Proposition 3.50 and Proposition 3.52 combined with [21, Fact 2.6.7], prove that
the L-theory of a subfield of invariants is supersimple.
The interesting question is whether the phenomena from the above remark is
valid in a more general situation? It is under the assumption of existence of TmcG ,
and we will come back to this in Section 4, where the existence of TmcG is assumed.
Before moving forward, we will observe that for finitely generated G, invariants
are bounded in the sense of another approach to the “boundedness”. Namely, [32,
Definition 2.3]:
Definition 3.54. Assume that T ′ is an L′-theory and M ′ |= T ′. We say that a
definably closed L′-substructure P ′ ofM ′ is bounded if there is some cardinal κ such
that whenever (M ′′, P ′′) is elementarily equivalent to (M ′, P ′) (as an L′ ∪ {P ′}-
structure), then AutL′(acl
M ′′
L′ (P
′′)/P ′′) has cardinality at most κ.
Note that by [32, Remark 2.6.(1)] “bounded” and “Galois bounded” in the case
of fields means the same.
Lemma 3.55. If G is finitely generated then MG is bounded.
Proof. Because of Remark 3.25, MG is a definably closed L-substructure of D. By
Proposition 3.50, we can chose finitely many generators of the topological group G,
say g1, . . . , gn. Observe that
MG =
(
aclDL (M
G)
)G
=
(
aclDL (M
G)
)〈g1,...,gn〉
=
(
aclDL (M
G)
){g1,...,gn}
.
Therefore, by [32, Lemma 2.4], MG is bounded. 
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Now we can ask about PAC for M instead of MG. It turns out that to obtain
the thesis we do not need to assume that G is finitely generated (as in Proposition
3.52, where it was important for definability of MG), but the proof is much more
complicated and needs an auxiliary fact.
Fact 3.56. Let I be ordered set of size smaller than κD (small in the sense of
saturation of D). Let (pi(x))i∈I be a family of complete L-types over a small subset
A of D (where x is a finite tuple of variables). There exists sequence (ai)i∈I ⊆ D
such that for each i ∈ I we have ai |= pi(x) and ai |⌣
D
A
(aj)j 6=i.
Proof. We recursively construct a sequence (ai)i∈I of realisations of the family
(pi(x))i∈I , i.e. ai |= pi(x) for i ∈ I, such that for every i ∈ I we have ai |⌣
D
A
a<i.
For each i ∈ I, it follows ai |⌣
D
A
(aj)j 6=i. 
Proposition 3.57. The structure M is PAC as an L-substructure of D.
Proof. The proof was made after a conversation with Piotr Kowalski about a similar
fact in the case of the theory of fields ([36, Theorem 3.]).
Assume that M ⊆ N is an L-regular extension for some small L-substructure N
of D. Moreover, let N |= ∃x ϕ(m,x) for a tuple m from M and a quantifier free
L-formula ϕ(y, x). We need to show that M |= ∃x ϕ(m,x).
Choose an element n ∈ N such that ϕN (m,n). By Lemma 3.13, for each
g ∈ G the automorphism σg extends σˆg ∈ AutL(D/MG). By Fact 3.56 for the
family
(
tpDL (σˆg(n)/M)
)
g∈G
, there exists a sequence (ag)g∈G ⊆ D and a sequence
(fg)g∈G ⊆ AutL(D/M) such that
ag = fg
(
σˆg(n)
)
, and ag
D
|⌣
M
(ah)h 6=g
for all g ∈ G. We assume here that G is ordered as a set, say (ag)g∈G = (ahi)i∈I ,
and use it to define a G-action on (ag)g∈G.
Claim: There exists a collection of elements (τg)g∈G ⊆ AutL(D) such that for
each g, g′ ∈ G it follows
•
(
τg(ahi)
)
i∈I
⊆ {ahi | i ∈ I},
• τg|M = σg|M ,
• τg ◦ τg′ = τgg′ on the set {ahi | i ∈ I}.
Proof of the claim: Let g ∈ G, we will define τg recursively: we will construct
a sequence (τg,i)i∈I ⊆ AutL(D) such that for all i, j ∈ I it follows that
• if j 6 i then τg,i(ahj ) = aghj ,
• τg,i|M = σg|M .
We start with
τg,0 := fgh0 ◦ σˆgh0 ◦ σˆ
−1
h0
◦ f−1h0
(to be in accordance with the order convention we should write “fhi” instead of
“fgh0”, where i ∈ I is such that hi = gh0). For the successor step: assume that we
constructed τg,α and want to define τg,α+1. Because
(ahj )j6α
D
|⌣
M
ahα+1 , (aghj )j6α
D
|⌣
M
aghα+1 ,
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M ⊆ fhα+1(N) ∋ ahα+1 is an L-regular extension, and because τg,α|M = σg|M , by
Corollary 3.39, we can extend
τg,α and fghα+1 ◦ σˆghα+1 ◦ σˆ
−1
hα+1
◦ f−1hα+1
to θ ∈ AutL(D) such that
θ|M(ahj )j6α = τg,α|M(ahj )j6α , θ|Mahα+1 = fghα+1◦σˆghα+1◦σˆ
−1
hα+1
◦f−1hα+1|Mahα+1 .
We set τg,α+1 := θ. For α ∈ I which is a limit ordinal we proceed in the following
way. For i < α we introduce
θi := τg,i|dclD
L
(M,ah6i )
and we note that θj extends θi for i 6 j < α. Hence we define θα : dcl
D
L (M, ah<α)→
dclDL (M, agh<α) as the limit of (θi)i<α. It is an L-isomorphism and so extends, by
Lemma 3.13, to an element of AutL(D), say θˆα. We only need to set τg,α := θˆα.
Assume that for g ∈ G we constructed (as in the above process) a sequence
(τg,i)i∈I ⊆ AutL(D). Again we need to use a limit argument to define τg ∈
AutL(D). Now for every i ∈ I, we introduce
θi := τg,i|dclD
L
(M,ah6i )
and set τg to be an extension (by Lemma 3.13) of the limit of the sequence (θi)i∈I .
The family (τg)g∈G defined above satisfies for each g ∈ G and each i ∈ I
• τg(ahi) = aghi ,
• τg|M = σg|M .
To reach our first goal (i.e. the thesis of the claim), we need only to check whether
for every g, g′ ∈ G it follows τg ◦ τg′ = τgg′ on the set {ahi | i ∈ I}, which is
straightforward. Here ends the proof of the claim.
Now, it is easy to define a G-action on M ′ := dclDL (M, (ahi)i∈I) by the collection
(τg)g∈G, thus (M
′, (τg)g∈G) |= (T ′∀)G and (M, (σg)g∈G) 61 (M
′, (τg)g∈G).
Because ϕ(y, x) is quantifier free and by the choice of (ag)g∈G, we have D |=
ϕ(σg(m), ag) and M
′ |= ϕ(σg(m), ag) for each g ∈ G. In particular for the neutral
element, and so M ′ |= ∃ xϕ(m,x). Since (M, (σg)g∈G) 61 (M ′, (τg)g∈G), it follows
also M |= ∃x ϕ(m,x). 
4. If model companion exists
4.1. From stability to simplicity. At last in this paper, we will assume that
TmcG exists. But before fixing the set-up, we will give very general definitions and
recall a well known theorem which will be used afterwards.
Definition 4.1. Suppose that T is an L-theory and C |= T is a monster model.
A ternary relation |⌣
◦
on small subsets of C will be called independence relation if
the following are satisfied.
(i) (invariance) If A |⌣
◦
E
B, f ∈ AutL(C), then f(A) |⌣
◦
f(E)
f(B).
(ii) (local character) For every finite subset A and every small subset B there
is a subset E such that |E| 6 |T | and A |⌣
◦
E
B.
(iii) (finite character) A |⌣
◦
E
B if and only if for every finite tuple b¯ ⊆ B it is
A |⌣
◦
E
b¯.
(iv) (symmetry) A |⌣
◦
E
B if and only if B |⌣
◦
E
A.
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(v) (transitivity) Assume E0 ⊆ E1 ⊆ E2. Then A |⌣
◦
E0
E2 if and only if
A |⌣
◦
E0
E1 and A |⌣
◦
E1
E2.
(vi) (existence) For any A, B, E there is f ∈ AutL(C/E) such that f(A) |⌣
◦
E
B.
Definition 4.2. Suppose that T is an L-theory and |⌣
◦
is an independence relation
on a monster model C |= T . We say that |⌣
◦ satisfies the Independence Theorem
over a model if the following holds:
For every small M  C, small subsets A,B ⊆ C and tuples a, b ⊆ C
such that A |⌣
◦
M
B, a |⌣
◦
M
A, b |⌣
◦
M
B and a ≡M b,
there exists
a tuple c ⊆ C such that c ≡MA a, c ≡MB b and c |⌣
◦
M
AB.
Theorem 4.3 (Theorem 4.2 in [22]). If a theory T admits an independence relation
which satisfies the Independence Theorem over a model, then T is simple and this
independence relation coincides with the forking independence.
The reader may expect that now we will define some ternary relation and prove
that it is an independence relation satisfying the Independence Theorem over a
model. Indeed, but to do this we need to clarify what is the stage for our objects.
For the rest of this section, we fix the following set-up:
• κC is a big enough cardinal number,
• T is an L-theory,
• Tmc exists and has quantifier elimination,
• TmcG exists,
• (C, (σg)g∈G) |= TmcG is κC-saturated and κC-strongly homogeneous,
• κD > |C|,
• D is a κD-saturated and κD-strongly homogeneous model of T
mc, which is
an L-extension of C (note that Cn
(
Tmc ∪DiagatL(C)
)
is complete),
• T ′ := ThL(D) has elimination of imaginaries and is stable,
• a small subset of C is a subset of C of cardinality strictly less than κC
(similarly for substructures and tuples),
• a small subset of D is a subset of D of cardinality strictly less than κD
(similarly for substructures and tuples).
We will use results obtained in the previous section. Therefore we need to explain
how we fulfil assumptions from Section 3, what we do right now. We have a big
saturated L-structure D, theory of D, denoted by T ′, eliminates quantifiers and
imaginaries, and is stable. If (M, (σg)g∈G)  (C, (σg)g∈G), then (M, (σg)g∈G) |=
TmcG and (M, (σg)g∈G) is existentially closed model of TG. If we come back to the
beginning of Subsection 3.3, then we note that only T∀ ⊆ T ′ needs to be verified.
Observe that T∀ = T
mc
∀ ⊆ T
mc ⊆ T ′.
Now, we will describe how the algebraic closures look in the theory TmcG and how
they correspond to the algebraic closures in the theory Tmc, which is important for
the proof of the main theorem (Theorem 4.21).
Remark 4.4. Note that the quantifier elimination for Tmc implies that for any
A ⊆ C it follows aclDL (A) ∩ C ⊆ acl
C
L(A).
Lemma 4.5. Assume that (M, σ¯)  (C, σ¯). Let M ′ be an L-substructure of D
equipped with a G-action (σ′g)g∈G and let E = acl
C
LG(E) ⊆ M ∩M
′ be such that
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σg|E = σ′g|E for each g ∈ G. If M |⌣
D
E
M ′, then there exists a G-action (τg)g∈G
on 〈M ∪M ′〉L which extends both (σg)g∈G and (σ′g)g∈G.
Proof. If for every g ∈ G there exists τg ∈ AutL(D) such that τg|M = σg and
τg|M ′ = σ′g, then (τg)g∈G acts on 〈M ∪M
′〉L as a G-action. Hence, it is enough to
show that such τg exists for each g ∈ G.
Fix g ∈ G. By Lemma 3.13, σg and σ′g can be viewed as elements of AutL(D).
We have σg(E) = E, σg(M) = M and σ
′
g(M
′) = M ′, so σg(M) |⌣
D
σg(E)
σ′g(M
′).
Before we can use Corollary 3.39, we need to verify the regularity assumption:
dclDL (M) ∩ acl
D
L (E) = dcl
D
L (E). Because dcl
D
L (M) ⊆ C, it follows, by Remark 4.4,
that dclDL (M) =M . Therefore
dclDL (M) ∩ acl
D
L (E) =M ∩ acl
D
L (E) ⊆ C ∩ acl
D
L (E)
⊆ aclCL(E) ⊆ acl
C
LG(E)
= E ⊆ dclDL (E),
where we used, again, Remark 4.4. 
We give below another version of the above lemma, this time for relatively alge-
braically closed sets (i.e. E is equal to aclDL (G · A) ∩ C instead of being equal to
aclCLG(A)).
Lemma 4.6. Assume that (M, σ¯)  (C, σ¯). Let M ′ be an L-substructure of D
equipped with a G-action (σ′g)g∈G and let E ⊆ M ∩M
′ be such that σg|E = σ′g|E
for each g ∈ G and E = aclDL (GA) ∩ C for some A ⊆ C. If M |⌣
D
E
M ′, then there
exists a G-action (τg)g∈G on 〈M ∪M ′〉L which extends (σg)g∈G and (σ′g)g∈G.
Proof. We can repeat the previous proof after checking two things. First one, it is
easy to see that σg(E) ⊆ E for each g ∈ G. Second one, we need to verify regularity
of E ⊆M :
dclDL (M) ∩ acl
D
L
(
aclDL (GA) ∩ C
)
⊆ C ∩ aclDL (GA) ⊆ dcl
D
L
(
aclDL (GA) ∩ C
)
.

The following several facts generalize similar ones from [8], [9] and [12].
Fact 4.7. Assume that (M1, τ¯1), (M2, τ¯2) |= TmcG , let M1,M2 ⊆ D, E ⊆M1 ∩M2,
and set Ei := acl
D
L (
⋃
g∈G τi,g(E)) ∩Mi. If
i) E1 ⊆M1 ∩M2, and τ¯1 and τ¯2 agree on E1,
or
ii) E2 ⊆M1 ∩M2, and τ¯1 and τ¯2 agree on E2,
then (M1, τ¯1) ≡E (M2, τ¯2).
Proof. It is a standard argument and we will prove only item i). Consider (C1, τ¯1) 
(M1, τ¯1) which is a monster model for T
mc
G . Without loss of generality, we assume
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that C1 ⊆ D. Note that for the G-action on C1 it follows
aclDL (GE) ∩M1 = E1 ⊆ acl
D
L (GE1) ∩ C1
⊆ aclDL
(
G
(
aclDL (GE) ∩M1
))
∩ C1
⊆ aclDL
(
G
(
aclDL (GE)
))
∩ C1
⊆ aclDL
(
aclDL (GE)
)
∩ C1
⊆ aclDL (GE) ∩ C1 = acl
D
L (GE) ∩M1 = E1.
Let f ∈ AutL(D/E1) be such that M1 |⌣
D
E1
f(M2) and so also (M
f
2 , τ¯
f
2 )
∼=E1
(M2, τ¯2). By Lemma 4.6, both LG-structures, (M1, τ¯1) and (M
f
2 , τ¯
f
2 ), can be ex-
tended simultaneously and then embedded into a model of TmcG , say (N, τ¯ ). Model
completeness of TmcG implies that (M1, τ¯1)  (N, τ¯ ) and (M
f
2 , τ¯
f
2 )  (N, τ¯ ), thus
even (M1, τ¯1) ≡E1 (M
f
2 , τ¯
f
2 )
∼=E1 (M2, τ¯2). 
Remark 4.8. We can always set E = ∅ in the above fact, hence the theory of a
model of TmcG is determined by the relative algebraic closure of the empty set and
by the action of G on the relative algebraic closure of the empty set.
Fact 4.9. Let c, c′ be (small) tuples from C and let E ⊆ C be also small. Then
tpCLG(c/E) = tp
C
LG(c
′/E)
if and only if there exist small LG-substructures C,C′ ⊆ C such that E ⊆ C ∩ C′,
c ∈ C, c′ ∈ C′ and C′ = aclCLG(C
′), and there exists an LGE-isomorphism f :
(C, σ¯)→ (C′, σ¯) sending c to c′.
Proof. Implication from left to right is obvious if we set C := aclCLG(Ec) and C
′ :=
aclCLG(Ec
′), so we skip this part of the proof.
Consider a small elementary LG-substructure (M, σ¯) of (C, σ¯) which contains
C ∪ C′. We assume that f is equal to fˆ from Lemma 3.13. There exists h ∈
AutL(D/C
′) such that
M
D
|⌣
C′
h(Mf ).
Note that σ¯ and σ¯hf coincide on C′. By Lemma 4.5, (〈M ∪ Mhf〉, σ¯ ∪ σ¯hf ) |=
(TG)∀. We embed (M, σ¯) and (M
hf , σ¯hf ) into some (N, ρ¯) |= TmcG , and because
(M, σ¯)  (N, ρ¯), we can further embed (N, ρ¯) in (C, σ¯) over M . Now, the image
of Mhf under the composition of these embeddings, say i(Mhf), is LG-isomorphic
to i(M) = M by the isomorphism ihfi−1. However, (M, σ¯), (Mhf , σ¯hf ) |= TmcG ,
so ihfi−1 extends to an element of AutLG(C). We note that ihfi
−1(c) = c′ and
ihfi−1|E = idE . 
Lemma 4.10. For each small A ⊆ C it follows
aclCLG(A) = acl
C
L(G · A).
Proof. Naturally aclCL(G·A) ⊆ acl
C
LG(A). We will show that acl
C
L(G·A) ⊇ acl
C
LG(A).
Let E := aclCL(G ·A), clearly it is acl
C
LG(A) = acl
C
LG(E). Reductio ad absurdum,
suppose that there exists d ∈ aclCLG(E) \ E. Let ϕ(x) be an L
G
E-formula such that
ϕC(d) and k := |ϕ(C)| <∞.
Consider a small LG-substructure (M, σ¯) of (C, σ¯) which is a model of TmcG and
contains E and all k realizations of ϕ(x). There is f ∈ Aut(D/E) such that
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M |⌣
D
E
f(M). Of course, f is an LG-isomorphisms over E between (M, σ¯) and
(Mf , σ¯f ), hence (Mf , σ¯f ) |= TmcG and ϕ
Mf (f(d)). By Lemma 4.5, the G-action σ¯
on M and the G-action σ¯f on Mf can be simultaneously extended to a G-action ρ¯
on the L-structure 〈M ∪Mf 〉.
If f(d) ∈ M , then f(d) |⌣
D
E
f(d) implies that f(d) ∈ aclDL (E) and d ∈ acl
D
L (E);
but d ∈ C, so it would lead, by Remark 4.4, to d ∈ aclCL(E) = E, which is impossible.
Therefore f(d) 6∈M .
It follows that the LG-structure (〈M ∪Mf 〉, ρ¯) is a model of (TG)∀. Therefore we
can embed (as an LG-substructure) (〈M ∪M ′〉, ρ¯) into a model of TG and then into
a model of TmcG , say (N, ρ¯). The theory T
mc
G is model complete, so (M, σ¯)  (N, ρ¯)
and (M, σ¯) ≡ (N, ρ¯). Now we can embed (N, ρ¯) into (C, σ¯) overM as an elementary
LG-substructure.
Because (M, σ¯)  (N, ρ¯) and (Mf , σ¯f )  (N, ρ¯), there are at least k + 1 realiza-
tions of the formula ϕ in N , hence in C, which can not happen. 
Lemma 4.11. For each small A ⊆ C it follows
aclCL(G ·A) = acl
D
L (G ·A) ∩ C.
Proof. By Remark 4.4, we have aclDL (G ·A)∩ C ⊆ acl
C
L(G ·A). For the proof of the
second inclusion, suppose that there is d ∈ aclCL(G·A)\E, where E := acl
D
L (G·A)∩C.
By Lemma 4.10, d ∈ aclCLG(A) \E.
We repeat the proof of Lemma 4.10, for E = aclDL (G ·A)∩C, but instead of using
Lemma 4.5 we use Lemma 4.6, and, moreover, we do not need to use Remark 4.4
anymore in the proof. 
Corollary 4.12. For each small A ⊆ C it follows
aclCLG(A) = acl
C
L(G · A) = acl
D
L (G · A) ∩ C.
Proof. By Lemma 4.10 and Lemma 4.11. 
Remark 4.13. Now, it is not unexpected that TmcG allows quantifier elimination
up to some existential formulas, similarly as ACFA. The proofs for the situation
described in [8, Paragraph 1.6] remain the same in our context, so we just provide
those existential formulas.
Every LG-formula ϕ(x¯) is equivalent modulo TmcG to an L
G-formula ∃y¯ ψ(y¯, x¯)
such that ψ(y¯, x¯) is quantifier free and ψ(a¯, b¯) implies that a¯ ⊆ aclCL(G · b¯).
For some time we expected that the possibility of defining a G-action on “roots”
of some algebraic L-formula should not distinct these “roots” (e.g. if f(x) is a
polynomial over a fieldK with aG-action such that f(x) has a root inK, we can ask
whether we can extend the G-action on on a field extension of K containing all the
roots of f), but can not prove it. Subsection 3.2 in [12] describes algebraic extension
in the case of G−TCF and do not give any clue about extending the G-action on the
remaining “roots”, which would led to normality of the relative algebraic closure for
fields with an action of a finite group. The following Proposition provides positive
answer in a greater (than only the fields case) generality, to the question: whether
A ⊆ aclCLG(A) is a normal extension in the sense of L-structure D?
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Proposition 4.14. Let A be a small subset of C and let A′ := dclCLG(A). Then
A′ ⊆ aclDL (A
′)∩ C is a Galois extension in the sense of the structure D (Definition
3.14), in particular:
AutL(D/A
′) ·
(
aclDL (A
′) ∩ C
)
⊆ aclDL (A
′) ∩ C
and dclDL (A
′) = A′.
Proof. Note that, by Remark 3.25,
dclDL (acl
D
L (A
′) ∩ C) ⊆ aclDL (A
′) ∩ C,
hence the set aclDL (A
′)∩C is definably closed in the sense of D. Moreover, by Corol-
lary 4.12, aclCLG(A
′) = aclDL (A
′) ∩ C ⊆ aclDL (A
′). Consider the following profinite
group
H := AutLG(acl
C
LG(A
′)/A′).
Since A′ is definably closed in the sense of (C, (σg)g∈G), we notice that acl
C
LG(A
′)H =
A′ (if a ∈ aclCLG(A
′)H and f ∈ AutLG(C/A
′), then f |aclC
LG
(A′) ∈ H and so f(a) = a,
thus a ∈ dclCLG(A
′) = A′). By Lemma 3.24 for N = aclCLG(A
′) ⊆ aclDL (A
′) and the
action of the group H , it follows that
A′ = NH ⊆ N = aclCLG(A
′) = aclDL (A
′) ∩ C
is a Galois extension. 
We introduce now a ternary relation on all small subsets of C. Let A,B,E be
small subsets of C (i.e. of cardinality strictly less than κC), we define the following
A
◦
|⌣
E
B ⇐⇒ G ·A
D
|⌣
G·E
G ·B.
It only seemingly depends on the choice of D, i.e. if D′ |= T ′, C ⊆ D′, and D′ is
|C|+-saturated, then
G · A
D
|⌣
G·E
G ·B ⇐⇒ G · A
D
′
|⌣
G·E
G ·B.
Remark 4.15. It follows that
A
◦
|⌣
E
B ⇐⇒ A
◦
|⌣
aclC
LG
(E)
B ⇐⇒ aclCLG(A)
◦
|⌣
aclC
LG
(E)
aclCLG(B).
Proof. We use standard properties of the forking independence in stable theories
and Corollary 4.12. 
Proposition 4.16. The relation |⌣
◦ is an independence relation.
Proof. We need to check the items (i)-(vi) from Definition 4.1.
(i) invariance It follows from Lemma 3.13. Let A |⌣
◦
E
B and f ∈ AutLG(C). Then
there exists fˆ ∈ AutL(D) such that fˆ |C = f , hence
G · A
D
|⌣
G·E
G ·B ⇒ fˆ(G · A)
D
|⌣
fˆ(G·E)
fˆ(G · B) ⇒ f(G · A)
D
|⌣
f(G·E)
f(G ·B) ⇒
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G · f(A)
D
|⌣
G·f(E)
G · f(B).
(ii) local character Assume that A is a finite subset of C and B is a small subset of
C. There exists some E′ ⊆ G ·B, |E′| 6 |Tmc|, such that G ·A |⌣
D
E′
G ·B. Therefore
we can choose E ⊆ B satisfying |E| 6 |E′| and E′ ⊆ G · E. By the transitivity of
|⌣
D, we obtain that
G · A
D
|⌣
E′
G · B ⇒ G · A
D
|⌣
G·E
G ·B.
Naturally |E| 6 |E′| 6 |Tmc| 6 |TmcG |. (Note that, in fact, the size of E does not
depend on the size of G.)
(iii)-(v) These items are easy to verify.
(vi) existence Let A, B and E be small subsets of C. Our aim is to find f0 ∈
AutLG(C/E) such that f0(A) |⌣
◦
E
B. Take a small (M, σ¯)  (C, σ¯) which contains
A, B and E. We introduce E′ := aclCLG(E).
There exists f ∈ AutL(D/E′) such that f(M) |⌣
D
E′
M . By Lemma 4.5, σ¯f and
σ¯ extend simultaneously to 〈Mf ∪M〉. We have (〈Mf ∪M〉, σ¯f ∪ σ¯) |= (TG)∀,
hence there exists (N, ρ¯) |= TmcG and we can embed (N, ρ¯) into (C, σ¯) over M , say
i : (N, ρ¯)→ (C, σ¯).
The image of f(M) ⊆ N under this embedding, if(M), will be LG-isomorphic
over E′ to f(M), hence also LG-isomorphic over E′ to M . Since TmcG is model
complete and (M if , σ¯if ) ∼= (M, σ¯) |= TmcG , it follows (M
if , σ¯if )  (C, σ¯). Therefore
homogeneity of (C, σ¯) assure us that there is f˜ ∈ AutLG(C/E
′) such that f˜ |M =
if |M . By Lemma 3.13, there exists h ∈ AutL(D/E′) such that h|C = f˜ .
We claim that h(M) |⌣
D
E′
M . Suppose that, contrary to our claim, for some
quantifier free LE′ -formula ϕ(x, y), m,m0 ∈M , a collection {fi}i<ω of elements of
AutL(D/E
′) and some k < ω we have ϕD(h(m),m0) and the set
{ϕ(x, fi(m0)) | i, ω}
is k-inconsistent. We will prove the claim if we show that ϕD(f(m),m0) (which
will contradict f(M) |⌣
D
E′
M). We use that i|M = idM ,
ϕD(h(m),m0) ⇐⇒ ϕ
D(if(m),m0)
⇐⇒ ϕD(if(m), i(m0))
⇐⇒ ϕN (f(m),m0)
⇐⇒ ϕ〈f(M),M〉L(f(m),m0)
⇐⇒ ϕD(f(m),m0)
Since f˜ is an element of AutLG(C/E) and G · acl
C
LG(E) = acl
C
LG(E) = E
′, we get
G · f˜(M)
D
|⌣
G·aclC
LG
(E)
G ·M.
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Therefore, by Remark 4.15, f˜(M) |⌣
◦
E
M and so, by the previously proved finite
character of |⌣
◦
, it follows f˜(A) |⌣
◦
E
B.

Before proving the Independence Theorem, we need to introduce two more no-
tions about heirs/coheirs and about algebraic closures.
Definition 4.17. Let A ⊆ B ⊆ D, p ∈ SDL (A), q ∈ S
D
L (B), p ⊆ q.
(1) We say that q is heir of p if for any L(A)-formula ϕ(x, y), existence of b ∈ B
such that ϕ(x, b) ∈ q implies existence of a ∈ A such that ϕ(x, a) ∈ p.
(2) We say that q is coheir of p if for any L(A)-formula ϕ(x, y), existence of
b ∈ B such that ϕ(x, b) ∈ q implies existence of a ∈ A such thatD |= ϕ(a, b).
The above definition brings back common definitions of heir and coheir (e.g. [37,
Definition 8.1.1]), but we make it over arbitrary sets instead of models. The fol-
lowing lemma is different than the usual one, because M is not necessary a model
of our stable theory Tmc.
Lemma 4.18. Assume that (M, σ¯)  (C, σ¯). If M ⊆ B ⊆ C and p ∈ SDL (B) does
not fork over M , then p is the heir of p|M .
Proof. We start with an L-formula ϕ(x, y) and b ∈ B such that ϕ(x, b) ∈ p. Our
aim is to prove existence of an element b′ ∈ M such that ϕ(x, b′) ∈ p|M . We want
to repeat a part of the proof of [37, Lemma 8.3.5.(2)], more precisely: the last
paragraph of it.
To do this, we need only to show that tpDL (b/M) is finitely satisfiable in M ,
which will imply existence of a global coheir extension of tpDL (b/M) (a standard
reasoning, see e.g. the argument in the proof of [37, Lemma 8.1.3]) - the rest of
our proof goes in the same way as in the last paragraph of the proof of [37, Lemma
8.3.5.(2)].
Let ψ(y,m) ∈ tpDL (b/M), i.e. D |= ψ(b,m). There is a quantifier free L-formula
ψ0 equivalent to ψ modulo T
mc. It follows thatD |= ψ0(b,m), and because b,m ∈ C,
we have C |= ψ0(b,m). Therefore
C |= (∃y)
(
ψ0(y,m)
)
,
which, by (M, σ¯)  (C, σ¯) implies
M |= (∃y)
(
ψ0(y,m)
)
.
Take b0 ∈ M such that M |= ψ0(b0,m), it follows that D |= ψ0(b0,m), hence also
D |= ψ(b0,m). 
Definition 4.19. Assume that N is an L-substructure of an L-structure N ′. We
say that algebraic closures in N ′ split over N , if for everyM  N and every A ⊆ N
which contains M it follows
aclN
′
L (A) = dcl
N ′
L (acl
N ′
L (A) ∩N, acl
N ′
L (M)).
We will be interested in the case when N ′ = D and N = C, so we will ask
whether for every (M, σ¯)  (C, σ¯) and every A ⊆ C which contains M it follows
aclDL (A) = dcl
D
L (acl
D
L (A) ∩ C, acl
D
L (M)).
In a special case when A = aclCLG(A), the last line turns out to be simpler:
aclDL (A) = dcl
D
L (A, acl
D
L (M)).
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Remark 4.20. (1) If C = D, then algebraic closures split. Such situation
occurs if we can extend the G-action from C to D, which is true for free
groups (ACFA, [36], [9]) and in some other cases (like G = Q and the theory
QACFA [27]).
(2) The case of finite groups is rather opposite to the cases considered in the
item 1. above. However (which is rather unexpected), if G is finite, then
algebraic closures splits as well (Corollary 4.27). An example of a corre-
sponding theory is given in Example 2.15.
(3) A reader interested in this concept, which is related to the boundedness,
should consult Lemma 3.8 in [34], Proposition 2.5.(ii) in [32] and our Propo-
sition 4.26.
Now, after all the preparations above, we can prove the main theorem of the
thesis.
Theorem 4.21 (The Independence Theorem over a model). Assume that algebraic
closures in D split over C. Let (M, σ¯)  (C, σ¯) and let p1(x1), p2(x2), p3(x3),
p12(x1, x2), p23(x2, x3) and p13(x1, x3) be complete LG-types over M which satisfy
pi(xi), pj(xj) ⊆ pij(xi, xj) and if aiaj |= pij(xi, xj) then
aj
◦
|⌣
M
ai.
There exists a complete LG-type p123(x1, x2, x3) which extends each pij(xi, xj) and
such that if a1a2a3 |= p123(x1, x2, x3) then
a3
◦
|⌣
M
a1a2.
Proof. Our proof mimics proofs of similar facts from [8], [9] and primarily [26].
For some reasons, we needed to glue together different arguments from all of those
proofs and add a new reasoning and new ideas which deal with phenomena coming
from the fact that C may be not a model of Tmc.
Choose elements a, b, c1, c2 such that ab |= p12, ac1 |= p13 and bc2 |= p23. There
exists fc ∈ AutLG(C/Ma) such that for c
′
1 := f(c1) it follows that c
′
1 |⌣
◦
Ma
b.
Using c1 |⌣
◦
M
a, invariance and transitivity of |⌣
◦
, we conclude c′1 |⌣
◦
M
ab. Be-
cause ac1 ≡L
G
M ac
′
1, we can assume without loss of generality that we already have
c1 |⌣
◦
M
ab.
Introduce the following LG-substructures of C
A := aclCLG(Ma), B := acl
C
LG(Mb), C1 := acl
C
LG(Mc1),
C2 := acl
C
LG(Mc2), D := 〈acl
C
LG(Mab), acl
C
LG(Mac1)〉.
Because c1, c2 |= p3, there exists f0 : (C1, σ¯)→ (C2, σ¯), an L
G-isomorphism overM
such that f0(c1) = c2. Moreover, B |⌣
D
M
C1 and B |⌣
D
M
C2, and B is L-regular over
M (even C is L-regular overM), so by Corollary 3.39 and Lemma 3.13, id : B → B
and f0 : C1 → C2 extend to f ∈ AutL(D). We note that
f : (〈B,C1〉, σ¯)→ (〈B,C2〉, σ¯)
is an LG-isomorphisms over B. Let C := f−1(aclCLG(BC2)), by Corollary 4.12 it
follows that 〈B,C1〉 ⊆ C ⊆ acl
D
L (BC1) and
f : (C, σ¯f
−1
)→ (aclCLG(Mbc2), σ¯)
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is an LG-isomorphisms over B. Note that σ¯f
−1
coincides with σ¯ on 〈B,C1〉. We
are going now to prove the following.
Claim: D is L-regular over 〈B,C1〉.
Proof of the claim: We want to show that
dclDL
(
aclCLG(AB), acl
C
LG(AC1)
)
∩ aclDL (BC1) ⊆ dcl
D
L (BC1).
We will show the above inclusion following the main steps of the proof of the claim
from the proof of [9, Theorem 3.7]. Let us take an element
α ∈ dclDL
(
aclCL(AB), acl
C
L(AC1)
)
∩ aclDL (BC1)
(recall that, by Corollary 4.12, aclCLG(F ) = acl
C
L(F ) for any G-invariant set F ) and
consider elements β ∈ aclCL(AB), γ ∈ acl
C
L(AC1) and an L-formula ψα such that
ψα(x, β, γ) defines {α} in D.
Now, we use Corollary 4.12 and obtain that β ∈ aclDL (AB), γ ∈ acl
D
L (AC1),
so we can choose L-formulas ψβ and ψγ and elements a˜ ∈ A, b˜ ∈ B and c˜ ∈ C1
such that tpDL (β/a˜b˜) and tp
D
L (γ/a˜c˜) are algebraic, ψβ(y, a˜, b˜) isolates tp
D
L (β/a˜b˜)
and ψγ(z, a˜, c˜) isolates tp
D
L (γ/a˜c˜).
We introduce new L-formulas which will code definability and algebraicity:
ψ′α(x, y, z) given by ψα(x, y, z) ∧ (∀x1, x2)(
∧
i62
ψα(xi, y, z)→ x1 = x2),
ψ′β(y, v, w) given by ψβ(y, v, w) ∧ (∀y1, . . . , ynβ )(
∧
i6nβ
ψβ(yi, v, w)→
∨
i6=j
yi = yj),
ψ′γ(z, v, w
′) given by ψγ(z, v, w
′) ∧ (∀z1, . . . , znγ )(
∧
i6nγ
ψγ(zi, v, w
′)→
∨
i6=j
zi = zj),
where nβ := |ψβ(D, a˜, b˜)| and nγ := |ψγ(D, a˜, c˜)|. Obviously
D |= ψ′β(β, a˜, b˜) ∧ ψ
′
γ(γ, a˜, c˜) ∧ ψ
′
α(α, β, γ),
hence we get
D |= (∃y, z)
(
ψ′β(y, a˜, b˜) ∧ ψ
′
γ(z, a˜, c˜) ∧ ψ
′
α(α, y, z)
)
.
We are going now to show that tpDL (b˜c˜α/Ma˜) is a heir of tp
D
L (b˜c˜α/M), so we will
be able to replace a˜ with some tuple from M .
Because ofC1 |⌣
D
M
BA, it follows C1 |⌣
D
B
A, hence alsoA |⌣
D
B
BC1. By A |⌣
D
M
B,
we get A |⌣
D
M
BC1 and so BC1 |⌣
D
M
A. Note that b˜c˜α ⊆ aclDL (BC1), therefore
b˜c˜α |⌣
D
M
a˜ and, by Lemma 4.18, tpDL (b˜c˜α/Ma˜) is a heir of tp
D
L (b˜c˜α/M).
There exists m˜ ∈M such that
D |= (∃y, z)
(
ψ′β(y, m˜, b˜) ∧ ψ
′
γ(z, m˜, c˜) ∧ ψ
′
α(α, y, z)
)
.
It means that there are β′, γ′ ∈ D such that
D |= ψ′β(β
′, m˜, b˜) ∧ ψ′γ(γ
′, m˜, c˜) ∧ ψ′α(α, β
′, γ′),
so, by the definitions of ψ′β and ψ
′
γ ,
β′ ∈ aclDL (m˜, b˜), γ
′ ∈ aclDL (m˜, c˜), α ∈ dcl
D
L (β
′, γ′).
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Let us summarize the proof of the claim up to this point. We obtained the
following:
α ∈ dclDL
(
aclDL (B), acl
D
L (C1)
)
∩ aclCL(BC1),
and we wish to show that α ∈ dclDL (BC1). Let f ∈ AutL(D/BC1) and note that,
that the assumption that algebraic closures split, implies
α ∈ dclDL
(
aclDL (B), acl
D
L (C1)
)
= dclDL
(
dclDL
(
B, aclDL (M)
)
, dclDL
(
C1, acl
D
L (M)
))
= dclDL
(
BC1, acl
D
L (M)
)
.
We see that M ⊆ aclCL(BC1) is regular, hence, by Fact 3.34, there exists h ∈
AutL(D/ acl
D
L (M)) such that h|aclC
L
(BC1) = f |aclCL(BC1). In fact, because f |BC1 =
idBC1 , we have h ∈ AutL(D/BC1 acl
D
L (M)). Because α ∈ acl
C
L(BC1), we can
compute
f(α) = h(α) = α.
Here ends the proof of the claim.
By Lemma 3.13, each automorphism f−1 ◦ σg ◦ f of C, where g ∈ G, extends
to an automorphism of aclDL (BC1), say hg. We can use the claim and Fact 3.34
to extend the G-action σ¯ on D and the collection (hg)g∈G of automorphisms of
aclDL (BC1). For each g ∈ G, we denote by τg ∈ AutL(D) an automorphism such
that τg|D = σg and τg|aclD
L
(BC1) = hg.
Note that τ¯ := (τg)g∈G defines a G-action on 〈D,C〉 which extends G-actions
of the structures (D, σ¯) and (C, σ¯f
−1
), and therefore the LG-structure (〈D,C〉, τ¯ )
is a model of (TG)∀ and embeds into a model of T
mc
G , say (N, ρ¯). Obviously
(M, σ¯)  (N, ρ¯) and so we can embed (N, ρ¯) into (C, σ¯) over M as an elemen-
tary LG-substructure.
Let
p123(x1, x2, x3) := tp
C
LG(a
′b′c′1/M),
where tuple a′b′c′1 is the image of the tuple abc1 under the above embedding.
The image (under the above embedding) of aclCLG(Mab) is L
G
M -isomorphic to
aclCLG(Mab), and the image (under the above embedding) of acl
C
LG(Mac1) is L
G
M -
isomorphic to aclCLG(Mac1). Moreover, f : (C, σ¯
f−1 ) → (aclCLG(Mbc2), σ¯) induces
an LGM -isomorphism between the image (under the above embedding) of C and
aclCLG(Mbc2). Therefore, a multiple use of Fact 4.9 proves
tpCLG(a
′b′/M) = tpCLG(ab/M) = p12(x1, x2),
tpCLG(a
′c′1/M) = tp
C
LG(ac1/M) = p13(x1, x3),
tpCLG(b
′c′1/M) = tp
C
LG(bc2/M) = p23(x2, x3),
and hence p123 extends p12, p13 and p23.
By D′ we denote the image of D by the discussed above embedding. Let i : D →
D′ be the induced LGM -isomorphism. Because D
′ and D are L-isomorphic (overM)
L-substructures of D, by Lemma 3.13 there exists iˆ ∈ AutL(D/M) which extends
i. We have the following
c1
C
|⌣
M
ab ⇐⇒ Gc1
D
|⌣
M
GaGb ⇒ iˆ(Gc1)
D
|⌣
M
iˆ(GaGb) ⇒
⇒ i(Gc1)
D
|⌣
M
i(GaGb) ⇒ Gi(c1)
D
|⌣
M
Gi(a)Gi(b) ⇐⇒ c′1
C
|⌣
M
a′b′,
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which finishes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 4.22. If algebraic closures in D split over C, then TmcG is simple and
|⌣
◦
is the forking independence.
Proof. By Proposition 4.16, Theorem 4.21 and Theorem 4.3. 
Remark 4.23. The theory G − TCF from [12] and the theory ACFA are su-
persimple but not stable, hence we should not expect that TmcG is usually stable.
Moreover, the theory QACFA from [27] is not supersimple (and the theory ACF
is superstable), hence a general implication “superstable ⇒ supersimple” does not
hold. The reader may consult Corollary 4.28, where we argue for the aforementioned
implication in the case of a finite groupG (”superstable + finite G⇒ supersimple”).
Remark 4.24. One could ask whether the assumption about algebraic closures in
the statement of Theorem 4.22 is necessary. If we consider the theory of existentially
closed fields equipped with actions of the infinite dihedral group, D∞ − TCF, (as
in Section 8. in [36], which was axiomatized in [3]) it turns out that these fields are
PAC fields, but they are not bounded. Hence the theory D∞ − TCF is not simple
(Fact 2.6.7 in [21]). Therefore, it is not possible to state Theorem 4.22 without any
assumptions related to boundedness and requiring that algebraic closures split is a
property which is not stronger than being bounded (see Proposition 4.26).
4.2. When algebraic closures split? The main result of this subsection (Propo-
sition 4.26) shows that boundedness implies that algebraic closures split (i.e. re-
quiring that algebraic closures split is a property not stronger than being by C
bounded). Moreover if G is finite, then C is bounded (in D).
Proposition 4.25. If G is finite and (M, σ¯) |= TmcG , then M is bounded (Definition
3.54).
Proof. Let (M, σ¯)  (C, σ¯) (not necessarily small) and H := AutL(acl
D
L (M
G)/M).
By Lemma 3.24, M ⊆ aclDL (M
G) and MG ⊆ M is Galois. We have the following
short exact sequence
1 // H // AutL(acl
D
L (M
G)/MG) // AutL(M/MG) // 1 .
Because G is finite, by Proposition 3.31, it follows
AutL(M/M
G) = cl
(
(σg)g∈G
)
= (σg)g∈G,
so AutL(M/M
G) is finite. By Proposition 3.50, the profinite group AutL(acl
D
L (M
G)/MG)
is finitely generated. Therefore, H is a finite index subgroup of a finitely generated
profinite group. Since H is closed (by Fact 3.18), its complement is also closed as
the union of finitely many copies of H. Therefore the subgroup H is open and by
[35, Proposition 2.5.5], it is also finitely generated. In a similar manner as in the
proof of Lemma 3.55, we can show that M is bounded. 
Proposition 4.26. If the structure C is bounded, then algebraic closures in D split
over C.
Proof. Assume that (M, σ¯)  (C, σ¯) is small.
Claim There exists an L-substructure D of D such that (D,M)  (D,C).
Proof of the claim. We will construct D as the union of a tower of L-substructures
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(Dn)n<ω. We choose one realization (in D) of each L ∪ {C}-formula over M (here
“C” plays the role of a predicate added to the language) and let D′1 be the L-
definable closure of the set consisting of all these realizations. We find D1 ≡M D′1
such that D1 |⌣
D
M
C. We take n > 1 and assume that we have chosen Di for each
i 6 n. Now, let us choose one realization of each L ∪ {C}-formula over Dn. By
D′n+1 we denote the L-definable closure of the set of these realizations and by Dn+1
an L-substructure of D such that Dn+1 ≡Dn D
′
n+1 and Dn+1 |⌣
D
Dn
C.
Let D :=
⋃
i<ω
Di, which is an L-substructure of D. We see that D |⌣
D
M
C, so
D ∩ C ⊆ aclDL (M), and it follows that
D ∩ C ⊆ aclDL (M) ∩ C =M,
hence D ∩ C = M and (D,M) is an L ∪ {C}-substructure of (D,C). By the con-
struction, Tarski-Vaught test is satisfied and (D,M)  (D,C), which finishes the
proof of the claim.
Let M ⊆ B ⊆ C, we want to show
aclDL (B) = dcl
D
L (acl
D
L (B) ∩ C, acl
D
L (M)).
Because C is bounded (and dclDL (C) = C), by [34, Proposition 2.5.(iv)], where for
(M,P ) = (M1, P1) we substitute (D,C) and for (M0, P0) we substitute (D,M), we
obtain the last line on the page 178. in the proof of [34, Lemma 3.8], i.e.
aclDL (C) ⊆ dcl
D
L (C acl
D
L (M)).
Now we use the rest of the proof of [34, Lemma 3.8] for (M¯, P¯ ) = (D,C),
(M0, P0) = (D,M) (size if M0 or P0 does not matter in the proof of [34, Lemma
3.8]) and
A = aclDL (B) = acl
D
L (acl
D
L (B) ∩ C)
and obtain
aclDL (B) ⊆ dcl
D
L (acl
D
L (B) ∩ C, acl
D
L (M)).

Corollary 4.27. If G is finite, then algebraic closures in D split over C.
Proof. By Proposition 4.25 for (M, σ¯) = (C, σ¯) and by Proposition 4.26. 
Corollary 4.28. (1) If C is bounded (in particular if G is finite), then TmcG
is simple and the ternary relation |⌣
◦
(defined before Remark 4.15) is the
forking independence.
(2) If Tmc is superstable and G is finite, then TmcG is supersimple.
Proof. We only need to prove the second item. By the last sentence of the proof of
the item (ii) in Proposition 4.16, we can choose E to be finite. 
Remark 4.29. It was proved in [12] that the theory G−TCF is simple (for a finite
group G). The proof proceeded by counting the SU-rank of invariants and showing
that the structure of a field K equipped with an action of a finite group G can be
interpreted in the (pure field) structure of the invariants. The method from [12]
is more or less an incarnation of Corollary 4.41. However, it does not provide any
description of the forking independence.
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Example 4.30. The description of forking independence in G − TCF (Example
2.15) was not made in [12], but now, after the main results, we can provide it.
Assume that (C, (σg)g∈G) is a monster model of the theory G−TCF. Let B,C ⊆ C
be small subsets and let a be a finite tuple from C. By Corollary 4.28 it follows
a
G−TCF
|⌣
C
B ⇐⇒ a
◦
|⌣
C
B ⇐⇒ Ga
ACF
|⌣
GC
GB ⇐⇒
⇐⇒ trdeg(Ga/〈GB,GC〉) = trdeg(Ga/〈GC〉),
where 〈GB,GC〉 and 〈GC〉 denote subfields generated by GB ∪ GC and GC re-
spectively.
The following corollary was pointed out to us by Piotr Kowalski and summarizes
the known results from the model theory of fields with group actions. In this
corollary, G is not necessarily finite. However we did not define G − TCF for
infinite groups, it should be clear that if G is not finite and the model companion of
fields with actions of G exists, then it is denoted by G−TCF. To avoid confusion,
we state the following fact using the general “TmcG ”-notation.
Corollary 4.31. Let T be the theory of fields, L be the language of rings and let
G be a group (not necessarily finite). Assume that TmcG (= G − TCF) exists and
let (K, (σg)g∈G) |= TmcG . The following are equivalent.
(1) The theory of K in the language L is simple.
(2) The field K is a bounded field.
(3) The theory of (K, (σg)g∈G) in the language LG is simple.
Proof. Since (K, (σg)g∈G) |= TmcG , it follows thatK is a PAC field (see [36, Theorem
3.] or our Proposition 3.57). Implication from (1) to (2) is a well known fact for PAC
fields, i.e.[21, Fact 2.6.7]. The passage from (2) to (3) is an instance of Corollary
4.28 (we just need to note that a monster model of Th(K, (σg)g∈G) is also bounded,
e.g. [32, Proposition 2.5.(v)]). The theory of K in the language L is interpretable
in Th(K, (σg)g∈G), hence (3) implies (1). 
4.3. About elimination of imaginaries. The following proof of the geometric
elimination of imaginaries (i.e. every imaginary element is interalgebraic with a
finite real tuple) is based on similar proofs from [8, Paragraph 1.10], [9, Paragraph
2.9] and an observation from [2]. However, there are some tricky steps in our
adaptation, therefore we include a whole proof. We need to evoke one more fact
([10, Lemma 1.4]).
Fact 4.32 (von Neuman’s Lemma). Let M be a large saturated structure. Let X
be ∅-definable, e ∈ M , E =: aclM (e) ∩ X and a¯ ∈ X. Then there is b¯ such that
tp(b¯/Ee) = tp(a¯/Ee) and
aclM (Ea¯) ∩ aclM (Eb¯) ∩X = E.
For the proof of the above formulation of von Neuman’s Lemma, the reader may
consult Lemma 4.1 in notes to a seminar which were made by David Marker ([26]).
In the proof of the following theorem, we will use the notion of the “fundamental
order”, which was described in [24] and which will be denoted by 6fo. In a nutshell:
the fundamental order is an ordering on types which has maximal elements ([24,
Proposition 2.7]). To ensure the reader that the fundamental order can be applied
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in our situation we note a few facts and then describe how our situation corresponds
to the content of [24].
Remark 4.33. Assume that A ⊆ B are small subsets of D. Let p ∈ S(A) and let
q ∈ S(B) be an extension of p. It follows p >fo q.
Fact 4.34. Assume that A ⊆ B are small, algebraically closed, subsets of D. Let
p ∈ S(A) and let q ∈ S(B) be an extension of p. The following are equivalent.
(1) Type q is the non-forking extension of p.
(2) For every small M  N  D, such that A ⊆ M and B ⊆ N , there exists
p1 ∈ S(M) such that the heir of p1 on N extends q.
Proof. We start with proving implication from (1) to (2). Assume that q =
tpDL (a/B) for some small a ⊂ D. Let M  N  D be such that A ⊆ M and
B ⊆ N . For p1 we set tp
D
L (a
′/M) such that a′ ≡A a and a
′ |⌣
D
A
M (the non-forking
extension of p). Heir of p1 on N is its non-forking extension, say p1|N = tp
D
L (a
′′/N)
satisfying a′′ ≡M a
′ and a′′ |⌣
D
M
N . Our goal is to show that a′′ ≡B a.
Because A ⊆M , a′′ ≡M a′ and a′ |⌣
D
A
M , it follows that a′′ |⌣
D
A
M . By transitiv-
ity of |⌣ we obtain that a
′′ |⌣
D
A
N and so a′′ |⌣
D
A
B. We know that a′′ ≡M a′ ≡A a
and a |⌣
D
A
B. Therefore we can apply Corollary 3.39 (A ⊆ B is obviously regular).
Now we will prove implication from (2) to (1). Assume that for some ϕ(x, y) ∈
L(A) and some b ⊆ B it is ϕ(x, b) ∈ q. We need show that ϕ(x, b) does not
divide over A. To see this we use equivalent condition from [6, Corollary 8.4], i.e.
ϕ(x, b) ∈ q does not fork over any model M containing A. Let A ⊆M be arbitrary
and let M  N be such that B ⊆ N . By condition (2) there exists type p1 ∈ S(M)
such that its heir on N contains ϕ(x, b) ∈ q. Therefore ϕ(x, b) ∈ q does not fork
over M . 
Corollary 4.35. Assume that A ⊆ B are small, algebraically closed, subsets of D.
Let p ∈ S(A) and let q ∈ S(B) be an extension of p. The following are equivalent.
(1) Type q is the non-forking extension of p.
(2) It follows p ∼fo q (i.e. p 6fo q and q 6fo p).
Proof. By Fact 4.34 and Proposition 3.8 in [24]. 
Theorem 4.36. Let us assume that the ternary relation |⌣
◦
coincides with the
forking independence in the theory TmcG (which implies that T
mc
G is simple). Then
the theory TmcG allows geometric elimination of imaginary elements.
Proof. Let e be an element of the structure (C, σ¯)eq given by a ∅-definable function
f and a finite tuple a ⊆ C, i.e. f(a) = e. Let C := aclC
eq
LG (e) ∩ C and Q := {a
′ ⊆
C | a′ |= tpCLG(a/C)}.
Claim There is c ∈ Q such that a |⌣
◦
C
c and f(c) = e.
Proof of Claim. By Fact 4.32 there exists b0 |= tp
C
eq
LG (a/Ce) such that
C ⊆ aclCLG(Ca) ∩ acl
C
LG(Cb0) ⊆ acl
C
eq
LG (Ca) ∩ acl
C
eq
LG (Cb0) ∩ C ⊆ C.
We see that f(b0) = e and b0 ∈ Q. Choose, by [24, Proposition 2.7], b ∈ Q such
that
• aclCLG(Ca) ∩ acl
C
LG(Cb) = C,
• f(b) = e,
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• there is no b′ ∈ Q satisfying f(b′) = e and aclCLG(Ca) ∩ acl
C
LG(Cb
′) = C
such that
tpDL
(
Gb′/ aclDL
(
G · (Ca)
))
>fo tp
D
L
(
Gb/ aclDL
(
G · (Ca)
))
.
Let c |= tpCLG(b/ acl
C
LG(Ca)) be such that c |⌣
◦
Ca
b. It follows that f(c) = e and
aclCLG(Cc) ∩ acl
C
LG(Cab) ⊆ acl
C
LG(Cc) ∩ acl
C
LG(Ca) = C.
Let d |= tpCLG(c/ acl
C
LG(Cb)) be such that d |⌣
◦
Cb
a. It follows that f(d) = e and
aclCLG(Cd) ∩ acl
C
LG(Cab) ⊆ acl
C
LG(Cd) ∩ acl
C
LG(Cb) = C.
Because aclDL (G(Cab)) ⊇ acl
D
L (G(Cb)), we have
tpDL
(
Gc/ aclDL
(
G(Cab)
))
6fo tp
D
L
(
Gc/ aclDL
(
G(Cb)
))
.
There is h1 ∈ AutLG(C/ acl
C
LG(Cb)) sending c to d, and hence sending Gc to Gd.
Note that aclCLG(Cb) ⊆ C is regular. By Fact 3.34 we can extend h1 and id :
aclDL (G(Cb)) → acl
D
L (G(Cb)) to hˆ1 ∈ AutL(D/ acl
D
L (G(Cb))) sending Gc to Gd,
which implies
tpDL
(
Gc/ aclDL
(
G(Cb)
))
= tpDL
(
Gd/ aclDL
(
G(Cb)
))
.
Because d |⌣
◦
Cb
a and so Gd |⌣
D
aclD
L
(G(Cb))
aclDL (G(Cab)), it follows
tpDL
(
Gd/ aclDL
(
G(Cb)
))
∼fo tp
D
L
(
Gd/ aclDL
(
G(Cab)
))
.
From the last tree exposed equations, we see that
tpDL
(
Gc/ aclDL
(
G(Cab)
))
6fo tp
D
L
(
Gd/ aclDL
(
G(Cab)
))
.
Because c |⌣
◦
Ca
b, it follows that
tpDL
(
Gc/ aclDL
(
G(Cab)
))
∼fo tp
D
L
(
Gc/ aclDL
(
G(Ca)
))
.
Again, there is h2 ∈ AutLG(C/ acl
C
LG(Ca)) sending Gb to Gc, hence we can extend
it by Fact 3.34 and obtain
tpDL
(
Gc/ aclDL
(
G(Ca)
))
= tpDL
(
Gb/ aclDL
(
G(Ca)
))
.
Because aclDL (G(Cab)) ⊇ acl
D
L (G(Ca)), we have
tpDL
(
Gd/ aclDL
(
G(Cab)
))
6fo tp
D
L
(
Gd/ aclDL
(
G(Ca)
))
.
We have all ingredients, we use a simplified notation to describe the situation:
b/Ca = c/Ca ∼fo c/Cab 6fo d/Cab 6fo d/Ca,
hence, by the choice of b, inequalities in the above line are in fact “∼fo”. Therefore
tpDL
(
Gc/ aclDL
(
G(Cab)
))
∼fo tp
D
L
(
Gd/ aclDL
(
G(Cab)
))
,
which implies
tpDL
(
Gc/ aclDL
(
G(Cab)
))
∼fo tp
D
L
(
Gc/ aclDL
(
G(Cb)
))
.
The last thing occurs only if Gc |⌣
D
G(Cb)
G(Cab).
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Introduce p := tpDL (Gc/ acl
D
L (G(Cab))∩C), which is, by Corollary 3.35, a station-
ary type. It follows Cb(p) ⊆ dclDL (acl
D
L (G(Cab)) ∩ C) ⊆ C. By [30, Remark 2.26],
because p does not fork over G(Cb), we have Cb(p) ⊆ aclDL (G(Cb)) and because p
does not fork over G(Ca), we have Cb(p) ⊆ aclDL (G(Ca)). Therefore
Cb(p) ⊆ aclDL (G(Ca)) ∩ acl
D
L (G(Cb)) ∩ C = acl
C
LG(Ca) ∩ acl
C
LG(Cb) = C.
Hence p does not fork over C, Gc |⌣
D
C
G(Cab) and therefore c |⌣
◦
C
ab. Finally, we
obtained c ∈ Q such that a |⌣
◦
C
c and f(c) = e. This is the end of the proof of
Claim.
Note that e ∈ dclC
eq
LG (a)∩dcl
C
eq
LG (c), but a |⌣
◦
C
c implies that aclC
eq
LG (a)∩acl
C
eq
LG (c) ⊆
aclC
eq
LG (C). Therefore e ∈ acl
C
eq
LG (C) = acl
C
eq
LG (acl
C
eq
LG (e) ∩ C). 
For the final remark of this subsection, we need the following easy observation.
Lemma 4.37. Theory TmcG codes finite sets.
Proof. Let A ⊆ C be finite. As a finite subset of D it has a code bA ⊆ D. Because
A is A-definable, it follows that bA ⊆ dcl
D
L (A) ⊆ dcl
D
L (C) = C. Assume that
f ∈ AutLG(C). We extend f to fˆ ∈ AutL(D) (by Lemma 3.13) and obtain
f(A) = A ⇐⇒ fˆ(A) = A ⇐⇒ fˆ(bA) = bA ⇐⇒ f(bA) = bA,
where the middle part follows from definition of being a code in D. 
Remark 4.38. (1) One could ask about the weak elimination of imaginaries
in TmcG . The theory CCMA from [2] is an example of T
mc
G which fits into
our assumptions, but does not eliminate imaginaries (Corollary 3.6 in [2]),
hence does not allow the weak elimination of imaginaries - otherwise by [7,
Proposition 1.7] and Lemma 4.37, we would obtain a contradiction.
(2) By Theorem 4.36 and Lemma 4.37, we know thatG−TCF has the geometric
elimination of imaginaries and codes finite tuples, but we do not know
whether is has the weak elimination of imaginaries. It turns out that is
enough to add a finite tuple to the language to obtain the full elimination
of imaginaries (see Theorem 4.10 in [12]).
4.4. Simplicty of invariants. In the first versions of this paper the following part
was placed at the end of Subsection 3.5, because previously we assumed existence
of TmcG in the whole paper and not only in Section 4. It seems that, unlike other
results of Subsection 3.5, simplicity of invariants needs existence of some model
complete theory with a G-action. Therefore we moved statements about simplicity
of invariants here, at the end of Section 4, where existence of TmcG is assumed.
In the following subsection we assume also that G is finitely generated, thus
invariants are a definable subset of C. We will give two different arguments for
simplicity of invariants: one using simplicity of TmcG (if algebraic closures split), the
other one using results about invariants obtained in Subsection 3.5.
Now, we briefly describe how to pass between two worlds: L-structure MG and
LG-structure (M, (σg)g∈G), where (M, (σg)g∈G)  (C, (σg)g∈G) (not necessarily
small). Let ϕ(x) be a L-formula, c ∈ MG. We claim that there is an LG-formula
ϕG(x) such that
(1) MG |= ϕ(c) ⇐⇒ M |= ϕG(c).
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Definition of ϕG(x) is given recursively. If ϕ(x) is atomic, set ϕG(x) to be
ϕ(x) ∧
∧
g is generator of G
σg(x) = x.
We deal with adding quantifiers to a L-formula ψ(x, y) in the following manner
(∀y) (ψ(x, y) ) turns into (∀y)
( ∧
g is generator of G
σg(y) = y → ψ
G(x, y)
)
,
(∃y) (ψ(x, y) ) turns into (∃y)
( ∧
g is generator of G
σg(y) = y ∧ ψ
G(x, y)
)
.
Now, if ϕ(x) and ψ(y) are L-formulas, we set
(ϕ ∧ ψ)G(x, y) to be ϕG(x) ∧ ψG(y),
(ϕ ∨ ψ)G(x, y) to be ϕG(x) ∨ ψG(y),
(¬ϕ)G(x) to be ¬ϕG(x).
In other words we restrict domain of every variable (free or not) to the definable
subset of invariants of the G-action, which is also an L-substructure (see Remark
3.27).
Corollary 4.39. If algebraic closures in D split over C, then the theory ThL(M
G)
is simple.
Proof. Using translation from 1, we see that (M, (σg)g∈G)  (C, (σg)g∈G) implies
MG  CG. Therefore it is enough to show simplicity of ThL(CG), which is straight-
forward, since CG is interpretable in (C, (σg)g∈G), which is simple by Theorem
4.22. 
Someone could ask whether, in the above corollary, it is necessary to assume that
algebraic closures split. The following theorem, which uses results of Subsection
3.5, does not require that algebraic closures split and still states that theory of
invariants is simple.
Theorem 4.40. The theory of MG in the language L is simple. If moreover T ′ is
superstable, then Th(MG) is supersimple.
Proof. By Lemma 3.55, the L-structure MG is bounded. By Proposition 3.52, MG
is a PAC structure. We need to fix some monster model P¯ of Th(MG), which
will be a bounded PAC L-substructure of D. After doing this, Proposition 3.9.(1)
will assure us that we are dealing with bounded PAC substructure in the sense
of [34]. Having a monster model P¯ , which is a bounded PAC substructure of D,
it is enough to use results of Section 3. in [34], page 177., which lead to simplic-
ity/supersimplicity (we do not assume here that “PAC property is first order” -
as in [34] - but instead of it we construct a proper monster model, consult the
beginning of Section 3. in [34]).
If we consider (M¯, P¯ ) := (D, P¯ ) then we match the requirements made at the
beginning of Section 3. in [34], page 177. Therefore, we can use [34, Corollary 3.22]
and obtain the thesis of the theorem. We only need to obtain P¯ .
Take P¯  MG which is κ-saturated and κ-strongly homogeneous. Without loss
of generality we can assume that |P¯ | < κC. By the translation from 1, we see
that MG  CG. Moreover, it can be shown, using the translation 1, that CG is
κC-saturated. If C
G is κC-saturated, then it is also κC-universal, hence P¯ can be
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elementarily embedded in CG. By P¯  CG and dclDL (C
G) = CG, it follows that
dclDL (P¯ ) = P¯ . Our goal is to show that P¯ is a bounded PAC L-substructure of D.
Claim 1: P¯ is bounded.
Proof of the claim: Note that P¯ ⊆ CG is regular (Lemma 3.3). By Proposition
3.50, AutL(acl
D
L (C
G)/CG) is finitely generated as a profinite group. Consider the
following restriction map
AutL(acl
D
L (C
G)/CG)
|
aclD
L
(P¯ )
// AutL(acl
D
L (P¯ )/P¯ ) .
If f ∈ AutL(acl
D
L (P¯ )/P¯ ), then Fact 3.34 allows us to construct h ∈ AutL(D)
such that h|aclD
L
(P¯ ) = f and h|CG = idCG . Therefore, f is the restriction of
h|aclD
L
(CG) ∈ AutL(acl
D
L (C
G)/CG) and the aforementioned restriction map is an
epimorphism of profinite groups. We see that also AutL(acl
D
L (P¯ )/P¯ ) is finitely
generated as a profinite group. Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 3.55, we show
that P¯ is bounded.
Claim 2: P¯ is PAC.
Proof of the claim: This fact with proof was pointed to us by Martin Hils. Assume
that for some small N ⊆ D, the extension P¯ ⊆ N is regular. Let ϕ(x, y) be a
quantifier free L-formula, a ∈ P¯ |x|, and let N |= ϕ(a, n) for some n ∈ N |y|. There
is f ∈ AutL(D/P¯ ) such that for N ′ := f(N) it follows
N ′
D
|⌣
P¯
C
G.
The extension P¯ ⊆ N ′ is regular, hence by Lemma 3.40, also CG ⊆ CGN ′ is
regular. Thus CG ⊆ dclDL (N
′,CG) is a regular extension. Because CG is a PAC
substructure ofD (Proposition 3.52), it follows CG 61 dcl
D
L (N
′,CG). Since P¯  CG,
we have that P¯ 61 dcl
D
L (N
′,CG). Note that dclDL (N
′,CG) |= ϕ(a, f(n)), therefore
P¯ |= ∃x ϕ(a, x). 
Corollary 4.41. If G is finitely generated and the theory Th(M, (σg)g∈G) is inter-
pretable in Th(MG), then the theory Th(M, (σg)g∈G) is simple. If moreover T
mc
is superstable, then Th(M, (σg)g∈G) is supersimple.
5. Postlude
We recall Question 2.9 from the beginning of this paper.
Question 5.1. What assumptions about T and G assert existence of TmcG ?
After all we can formulate a conjecture.
Conjecture 5.2. If Tmc exists and G is finite, then TmcG exists.
The strategy to proof the above conjecture could involve the notion of the Kaiser
hull. Mainly by [16, Satz 12.] we have an explicit description of the Kaiser hull
for inductive theories. By [16], we know that if a model companion exists, then it
is equal to Kaiser hull, hence problem reduces to check whether the Kaiser hull,
given in [16, Satz 12.], is model complete. Our intuition says that it should be,
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because for finite G we need to consider only finitely many additional variables,
hence situation does not change a lot.
Other interesting question is whether TmcG is a “generic” simple theory. We
see that the most studied simple theory is ACFA, which is of the shape TmcG for
T =“theory of fields” and G = Z.
Question 5.3. How “many” simple theories appear as TmcG for some stable theory
T and some group G?
Next aim which should be considered as priority is answer to the following ques-
tion.
Question 5.4. What properties of TmcG say about T (or T
mc)? Are there some
invariants or canonical reductions of the logical structure of models of T which can
be observed in the structure of the theory TmcG ?
Now the reader may wish to choose some theory T , which has a stable model
companion Tmc, which allows to eliminate quantifiers and has elimination of imag-
inaries. Prove existence of TmcG and use developed by us tool to study his favourite
stable theory with added dynamics. We end this paper with the final sentence:
Have fun!
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